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Essays on ConflictDanielle Louisa Monnier, M.A.Dissertation Advisor: Garance GenicotAbstractThese two essays use game theoretic models to examine factors contributing tocon�icts within and between countries. The �rst chapter models alliance formationand investment in con�ict in a society which can be divided into either class or ethnicgroups. Analysis of the model shows that countries always mobilize and invest incon�ict resources, and that the excluded sector of the population (that sharing neitherclass nor ethnicity with the governing group) is decisive in determining whether classor ethnic alliances form. As income inequality within a group increases, mobilizationon that dimension becomes more likely if the excluded subgroup will bear less ofthe cost, and vice versa. The second chapter uses a model of con�ict between twocountries with informed leaders to examine the in�uence of domestic political concernson the likelihood of truthful revelation and the probability of con�ict. A democraticleader gains credibility through the need to inform his citizens, in order to maintainsu�cient public support to remain in o�ce. However, he may want to manipulate thepopulation, if his desired strategy di�ers from that of the median voter. Results showthat a democratic leader is more likely to falsely state that his country is vulnerableto attack when facing a democracy, but is more likely to understate the country'svulnerability when facing an autocracy. Regime type has a greater in�uence thaninformation revelation on the probability of con�ict, which is highest for a pair ofautocracies and lowest for a pair of democracies, thus reinforcing the `democraticpeace' hypothesis. iii
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Chapter 1Inequality and Conflict Mobilization
1.1 AbstractThis chapter models alliance formation and investment in con�ict in a society whichcan be divided into either class or ethnic groups. It examines the e�ects of incomeinequality on the salient cleavages in society and the destruction of resources throughwasteful con�ict expenditure. Con�ict mobilization always takes place in this model,but whether class or ethnicity is the salient identity depends on the interactionbetween vertical and horizontal inequality. The mobilization process requires twosubgroups in the population which share a characteristic to agree to unite, but theexcluded sector of the population, sharing neither class nor ethnicity with the gov-erning group, is decisive in determining which alliances form. The relative levels ofinequality in�uence preferences through their e�ect on con�ict investment. Wastethrough con�ict is inevitable, and once an alliance has formed con�ict expenditureis `U-shaped' in income inequality, increasing as inequality increases without bound.The e�ect at any switch point between ethnic and class alliances is indeterminate:total con�ict expenditure may be non-monotonic at this level of inequality.
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1.2 IntroductionInequality creates animosity in society, between the rich and the poor and betweendi�erent ethnic groups. Con�ict may then follow, requiring mobilization of the popu-lation and investment in con�ict resources. This chapter studies the e�ects of incomeinequality on the salient divisions in society, mobilization for con�ict, and the wastefulexpenditure that results.Any society has divisions on multiple dimensions. Socio-economic groupings, eth-nicity, religion, and geographical location are among the markers which can createcleavages along which society mobilizes itself when con�ict takes place within coun-tries.Traditionally class divisions were seen as the main cause of intra-country con�ict,and for much of the twentieth century many such con�icts were framed as a strugglebetween rich and poor. Central America and South East Asia were regions that expe-rienced a particular concentration of class con�ict in the latter half of the century,fueling Cold War fears of communist revolution. However, in recent decades therehas been increased ethnicization of domestic con�icts. Examples of countries wherecon�ict has been de�ned along ethnic divides include Sri Lanka, Fiji, the countriesof the former Yugoslavia and, in sub-Saharan Africa, Burundi, Rwanda and Sudan.Even in regions where such devastating violent con�ict has not occurred, politicaldiscourse, itself a form of passive con�ict, has frequently become polarized aroundethnic identity.Much of the rhetoric in intra-country con�icts has been focused on inequalitiesbetween these groups, both income inequality and social inequality, which can includevariation in access to government controlled resources, services and public goods, aswell as, in a more abstract sense, the prevailing attitudes and ideologies in society.2



When a social group is disadvantaged it is natural for its members to feel antagonismtowards the advantaged group, and such feelings may be aroused by inequalities insociety, leading to discourse and, potentially, con�ict. Nevertheless, such antagonisticsentiment is not su�cient to mobilize society for con�ict. This chapter addresses theneed for coordinated action in alliance formation in a society which has multiplepotential cleavages. It focuses on how income inequality in�uences this process; socialinequality is modeled as government allocation of public goods budgets, and as suchis endogenous to the model.As well as creating antagonism, income inequality can a�ect the level of investmentin con�ict resources, which can include the payment of activists and the purchase ofphysical capital, and thus may in�uence the expected outcome, should violence breakout. This wasteful expenditure can be seen as a measure of the intensity of con�ict, orof the destruction of society's resources. If a sector of society can choose to align itselfwith either class or ethnic allies the level of inequality within each potential alliancemust therefore be considered, as this will a�ect the relative contributions of alliancepartners. I examine the interaction between vertical and horizontal inequality in theprocess of mobilization and its impact on the cost of con�ict.I use a model in which society can be divided on two dimensions: ethnicity or socio-economic class. This gives four ethnic-economic subgroups characterized by their percapita income, allowing for parametrization of the income di�erential between rich andpoor, and between the ethnic majority and minority. In addition, society has budgetsfor public goods with ethnic characteristics and public goods with class characteristics,which it is the responsibility of a governing subgroup to allocate between the majorityand minority and between the rich and the poor respectively. Two subgroups of mutual
3



class or ethnicity may choose to ally themselves, invest in con�ict, and seize a shareof the contested public goods budget.The existence of inequality ensures that society will always mobilize, generatingwaste and ine�ciency through investment in con�ict, as a self-interested governmentwill allocate the public goods budgets to maximize its own gains. It follows that thesocially excluded subgroup, which shares neither characteristic with the government,is therefore decisive in the mobilization of society. This subgroup - the poor ethnicminority in the case of elite government by the rich majority, or the rich ethnicminority if a populist, poor majority government - will always prefer con�ict to peace,when it receives no bene�t from either contested budget. Whether this sector of thepopulation favors ethnic or class mobilization, it will always �nd a willing alliancepartner, since any subgroup sharing one characteristic with the government will alsoprefer to mobilize on the dimension on which it is excluded.The salient social cleavage thus depends on this excluded subgroup's preferences,a function of inequality, which acts through the share of total contributions that willbe made in the possible alliances. In any alliance the subgroup with the higher aggre-gate income will bear the greater share of investment, an e�ect which is exacerbatedas inequality increases. Under a mild symmetry condition the payo� from con�ict isshown to equate to population share, so the contribution e�ect is crucial to the pro-cess of alliance formation. Increasing inequality has a monotonic e�ect on groupwisecontributions, so as either vertical or horizontal inequality varies there will be at mosta single switch point between class and ethnic alliances.The dependence of the dimension of mobilization on the identity of the group ingovernment is an important result. One might, for example, expect that as verticalinequality increases, class con�ict would become more likely, due to greater tension4



between rich and poor, but this is not necessarily the case. Sri Lanka is one countrywhere ethnic tensions became increasingly heightened as vertical inequality grew. Thismodel provides an explanation for such results. It shows that if a poor subgroup isin government class mobilization becomes more likely as vertical inequality grows,but if a rich subgroup is in government, as with the elite of the Sinhalese majorityin Sri Lanka, ethnic mobilization becomes more likely as the decisive poor minority(the Tamils in Sri Lanka) will have to bear a declining share of con�ict expenditureif ethnic mobilization occurs.It is also not always the case that increasing horizontal inequality will increasethe likelihood of ethnic con�ict: this will only result if a subgroup from the eco-nomically disadvantaged ethnicity is decisive. This was the case in Burundi, wherethe 1966 Micombero coup established Tutsi hegemony over the majority Hutu pop-ulation. In the decades of military government and one party rule which followed,horizontal inequality also favored the Tutsi minority which, for example, dominatedthe co�ee trade, which brought most of Burundi's foreign exchange earnings. Eco-nomic inequality exacerbated ethnic tensions, which erupted into periodic violenceand genocide.1The e�ect of income inequality on con�ict investment is less clear cut. Assumingeither ethnic or class mobilization, investment in con�ict resources is shown to be aU-shaped function of inequality within alliances. This result follows from the fact thatthe contributions of the richer subgroup in an alliance increase as inequality growswhile the contributions of the poorer subgroup are decreasing, and is independent ofinequality on the opposing dimension, which becomes irrelevant once mobilization has1The model predicts that the high vertical inequality in Burundi may also have con-tributed to the salience of ethnic divisions, since the Tutsi government was dominated bythe social elite, often drawn from the top ranks of the military.5



taken place. However, the e�ect at a switch-point between class and ethnic alliancesis indeterminate. Con�ict investment may either increase or decrease, depending onthe other parameters, since all are contributing to total expenditure but the excludedsubgroup is decisive in inducing the switch. Social division and mobilization alwaysleads to ine�ciency through investment in con�ict and the waste of resources, ane�ect which can be of a substantial magnitude: total con�ict expenditure may begreater than the contested budget.Consider the common case of elitist government by the rich majority, making theexcluded poor minority decisive. As vertical inequality increases their share of contri-butions in an ethnic alliance declines, while their expected payo�s and contributionsin a class alliance remain unchanged, so ethnic con�ict becomes more likely. However,total con�ict investment may either increase or decrease at the switch between classand ethnic mobilization depending on population shares, horizontal inequality andthe size of the contested budget.The level of destruction caused by con�ict is another factor in�uencing prefer-ences over the dimension of mobilization. If the decisive excluded subgroup has loweraggregate income than its potential class alliance partner and higher aggregate incomethan its potential ethnic alliance partner, it is more likely to prefer ethnic alliances asdestructiveness decreases. When the potential prize from con�ict is greater, all groupsare willing to contribute more, but the relative share of the contributions of the richersubgroup is lower.Much has been written about the causes of ine�cient con�ict.2 In many casesimperfectly de�ned property rights are a contributing factor [Grossman and Kim(1995), Hirshleifer (1995)]. This chapter draws on that result by modeling con�ict over2Gar�nkle and Skaperdas (2007) provide a good overview.6



a public goods budget. Although in this model of complete information active con�ictdoes not arise,3 mobilization of resources, a form of passive con�ict, will still takeplace when all parties are fully informed about the others' characteristics, allowingthe focus here to be on the e�ects of inequality and the process of alliance formation.This relates to the work of Jackson and Morelli (2007), who connect incentives forwar to the political bias of leaders and show that in many cases (provided that thebias is su�ciently small), active con�ict can be avoided through the use of transferpayments.This chapter draws most strongly on the work of Esteban and Ray (2008), in whichthey show that in a `symmetric' world there is a bias in favor of ethnic con�ict. I adapttheir basic model, expanding it to allow for income inequality between ethnic groupsas well as between the rich and the poor. Esteban and Ray assume unranked ethnicgroups, but it is precisely the e�ect of inequality between them which is of interestto this chapter. Introducing greater variation, I am able to examine the process ofalliance formation and investment in con�ict, and how these are in�uenced by theinteraction between horizontal and vertical inequality.Other work by Esteban and Ray also informs the discussion on con�ict withincountries. Esteban and Ray (2010) is particularly relevant, as it addresses the ques-tion studied here of the e�ect of inequality on ethnic con�ict. They use a di�erentapproach which directly models both the �nancial contributions and activists requiredfor con�ict, and show an increase in con�ict following from an increase in within-groupinequality. Esteban and Ray (2009) also studies the relationship between inequalityand con�ict, and demonstrates an approximate linear relationship between the levelof con�ict and the Gini coe�cient, among other factors.3Baliga and Sjöström (2004) and Bester and Wärneryd (2006), among others, have shownthat incomplete information can be a signi�cant cause of con�ict.7



The relationship between inequality and con�ict has also been addressed in thepolitical science literature. I make particular note of Østby (2008), an empirical studyrelating con�ict to horizontal inequalities, which concludes that horizontal inequal-ities are positively associated with con�ict, an e�ect which is particularly strong indemocracies. Fearon and Laitin (2000) also provides a useful discussion of the salienceof ethnic identity in violent con�ict.1.3 ModelConsider a society which exhibits two-way cleavages on two dimensions: it can bedivided into either ethnic or economic groups.4 The two ethnic groups are indexed byT, the ethnic majority, and D, the ethnic minority. The population is normalized tohave unit measure, and nT > 0.5 and nD = 1−nT denote the population shares of theethnic majority and minority respectively. The socio-economic groups, or classes, arethe poor, p, and rich, r, with population shares np > 0.5 and nr = 1−np respectively.Thus there are four ethnic-economic subgroups in the population.These ethnic-economic subgroups are di�erentiated by per capita income; an indi-vidual of class i and ethnicity j has income yij and there is homogeneity within eachsubgroup. Income inequality exists on both dimensions, between the rich and thepoor (vertical inequality) and between the ethnic majority and minority (horizontalinequality). α > 1 measures inequality within ethnic groups, giving the ratio of percapita income between the poor and the rich such that yrj = αypj. β > 0 is the cor-responding measure for inequality between ethnic groups, yiD = βyiT , allowing eitherthe majority or minority to have higher per capita income.4This model draws on that of Esteban and Ray (2008). The most signi�cant change isexpansion of the model to allow for ranked ethnic groups.8



In addition to the individual endowment, the population bene�ts from the con-sumption of public goods, which are produced or otherwise funded by the state.Public goods are assumed to have either socio-economic or ethnic characteristics.Thus, rather than perfectly pure public goods, from which no members of society canbe excluded, the term here refers to collective goods which have particular implica-tions for one class or ethnic group in the population, but from which the other doesnot bene�t.Public goods may represent physical infrastructure and services, or dominatingattitudes and ideologies. As such non-tangibles are included, the budgets are takento be �xed and exogenously de�ned.5 C is the total class budget available to fundpublic goods with class speci�c characteristics, while E is the corresponding totalethnic budget.Class speci�c public goods may include investment in public services which haveparticular bene�ts for speci�c socio-economic sectors of society. Examples includepublic health care or transportation, or a focus on primary or higher education. Atti-tudes towards foreign investment and international trade would also fall into thiscategory.Examples of ethnic public goods include support for religious structures and festi-vals or cultural events, as well as religion- or language-speci�c education and invest-ment in arts or culture. Expenditure on infrastructure or public services in regionswhere a particular ethnic group is dominant would also fall into this category.I assume that all such goods have a monetary value and the public goods budgetsare perfectly divisible.5An interesting extension could be to consider introducing taxation and endogenizing thepublic goods budgets. 9



The benchmark situation in society is one without con�ict. In peacetime ethnic-economic subgroup (i, j) obtains a share si of the class budget C and a share sj ofthe ethnic budget E, giving a peacetime payo� of:
Uij = ln(yij) + siC + sjE.The peace shares are chosen by one ethnic-economic subgroup which is consideredto be in a position of power (`in government').Alliances and ConflictSociety may remain at peace or enter into con�ict. Alliances must form betweensubgroups sharing an ethnic or class characteristic before con�ict can break out. Ifethnic alliances form, the rich and poor of each ethnicity unite but the divide betweenthe ethnic majority and minority remains. Any con�ict is then over the allocationof the ethnic budget, and the shares of the class budget remain as in peacetime.Likewise, if class alliances form, the ethnic subgroups unite but the socio-economiccleavage remains, and any con�ict is over the allocation of the class budget, leavingthe shares of the ethnic budget unchanged.Mobilization on one dimension requires two subgroups sharing a characteristic tochoose to form an alliance. For example, ethnic mobilization will occur if both therich and poor of the ethnic majority want to join together. The remaining subgroupswill then prefer to unite and mobilize too, as if they do not they will gain no shareof the contested budget. Mobilization takes place and alliances remain stable if bothsubgroups in an alliance prefer joining together to both an alliance on the otherdimension and no mobilization at all. It is not necessary for this to hold on both sidesof the cleavage, as the presence of one stable alliance will force the other subgroups10



to unite. Assume that if one or both subgroups are indi�erent between forming analliance or not, alliances will form, and if indi�erent between ethnic and class alliances,ethnic alliances will form.Once alliances have formed each subgroup contributes con�ict resources, denoted
Aij in ethnic alliances and Bij in class alliances. These could be physical capital suchas weaponry, munitions and transportation, or human capital, militants or activists.Each unit of con�ict resources has cost, wj (ethnic alliances) or wi (class alliances),proportional to the income of the poorer subgroup in the alliance, supposing that anyactivists will be taken from this group.

wi =





γyiT if β > 1

γyiD if β < 1

wj = γypjwhere γ ∈ [0, 1].It is necessary to di�erentiate between violence and �ghting (referred to as `activecon�ict') and the situation where society mobilizes and invests in con�ict, but choosesto avoid violence (`passive con�ict').`Active con�ict' takes place following the formation of alliances when at leastone alliance prefers con�ict to peace. Assume that if indi�erent between peace andcon�ict, peace will be maintained. Following violent con�ict, the shares of the publicgoods budgets, σi and σj , are determined by:
σj =

Aj

AT + AD

, σi =
Bi

Bp +Br

,where σ is a function of the aggregate con�ict resources in alliances.Aj = Apj+Arj,
Bi = BiT +BiD are the aggregates. 11



If active con�ict obtains, a fraction (1 − δ) ∈ (0, 1) of the contested budget isdestroyed in con�ict. The shares of the uncontested budget are allocated as in peace-time.6Thus an individual in subgroup (i, j) obtains a con�ict payo� of
Uij = ln

(
yij −

wjAij

nij

)
+ siC + σjδEin ethnic con�ict, and

Uij = ln

(
yij −

wiBij

nij

)
+ σiδC + sjEin class con�ict.This supposes enforceability within ethnic-economic subgroups, due to withingroup homogeneity, but not within the alliance as a whole. Each subgroup mustchoose its contributions using an individual maximization problem.If both alliances prefer peace to launching con�ict the country is in a state of`passive con�ict', since mobilization and investment means that violence is now acredible threat. In this case peacetime shares will be allocated.7 Passive con�ict canbe seen as a hostile stalemate, but it may also be a form of political engagementwhere parties are formed along ethnic divisions (as in Malaysia) or to represent classinterests (including the many parties which have grown out of labor unions) andresources are required to promote political ends.6If, instead, (1 − δ) of both public goods budgets is destroyed if active con�ict obtains,the main results should still hold, but the relative size of the budgets becomes signi�cant indetermining allocations. This is best avoided since, in the model, the choice of budget sizeis somewhat arbitrary.7Passive con�ict payo�s: Uij = ln

(
yij −

wjAij

nij

)
+ siC + sjE (ethnic con�ict), Uij =

ln
(
yij −

wiBij

nij

)
+ siC + sjE (class con�ict).12



Game StructureA multistage model of strategic interaction is used:1. Alliance Formation: Population subgroups choose whether to enter class orethnic alliances. If alliances form, the game advances to stage 2; if not, it jumpsto stage 3.2. Investment in Con�ict: Each subgroup chooses how much con�ict investmentto contribute to its alliance.3. Allocation of Shares: The subgroup in government allocates the peacetimeshares of the class and ethnic budgets for all groups in the population. Ifsociety has mobilized, the game advances to stage 4; if not, it jumps to stage 5.4. Hostility Decision: Each alliance chooses whether to launch active con�ict or tomaintain a peaceful stance.5. Outcome: Shares are allocated according to the con�ict success function, σ, ifactive con�ict obtains on that dimension, and according to the shares decidedin stage 3 otherwise.
1.4 Mobilization of SocietyThe solution is obtained by backward induction.The game ends with the allocation of shares of the public goods budgets, accordingto the shares chosen by the subgroup in government or, if active con�ict has beenlaunched, by the con�ict success function. When making the decision between activecon�ict and maintaining a peaceful stance each alliance must compare the allocation13



assigned to them to the share they expect to win in con�ict. By this stage con�ictis only possible on one dimension, since the population has already mobilized andcon�ict investment is a sunk cost. The preferences of both subgroups in any alliancewill therefore be aligned, as it is not possible to change the shares of the non-contestedbudget and the allocation of the contested public good enters linearly into the utilityfunctions.Consider a situation where ethnic alliances have formed, the peacetime sharesof the public goods have been decided and investment in con�ict has been made,determining the value of the con�ict success function. An ethnic alliance chooses tomaintain a peaceful stance if sj ≥ δσj . Society will remain at peace if this holdsfor both ethnic alliances. Similarly, if class alliances have formed society will remainat peace if si ≥ δσi for both i. Since there is no gain from con�ict (δ ≤ 1) andperfect information is assumed the constraint can be satis�ed simultaneously for bothalliances, and so there exist possible allocations of shares such that active con�ict willbe avoided.8Avoiding Violent ConflictPrior to the hostility decision the ethnic-economic sub-group in government choosesthe peacetime shares. Denote this subgroup (I, J); subgroup (I,−J) shares the classcharacteristic of the subgroup in government, (−I, J) the ethnic characteristic, and
(−I,−J) neither characteristic.Start by supposing that ethnic alliances have formed. The class public good cannotbe contested so the government can use the entire class budget for the bene�t of its8If δ = 1 there is no destruction in con�ict and the constraint can only be weaklysatis�ed, since both sides will be indi�erent between peace and active con�ict when sj = σj
∀ j (si = σi ∀ i) and σT + σD = 1 (σp + σr = 1).14



own social class: sI = 1, s−I = 0. Assigning shares of the ethnic budget such that
sJ = 1 − δσ−J , s−J = δσ−J gives the opposing alliance the smallest share possibleto ensure that they prefer peace to active con�ict. 1 − δσ−J ≥ δσJ so (I, J) prefersthis allocation to giving the opposing alliance a smaller share and provoking activecon�ict.Likewise when class alliances have formed ethnic con�ict is not possible, and theopposing alliance is given the smallest share of the class budget su�cient to preventit from launching active con�ict: sJ = 1, s−J = 0, sI = 1− δσ−I , s−I = δσ−I .Shares are always allocated such that both alliances choose not to launch activecon�ict. Although there are, of course, many examples of violent con�ict, it is notinconsistent with this model, as it abstracts from many of the other issues which maycontribute to the outbreak of violence.9 Non-violent con�ict still causes ine�ciencyand waste in society due to investment in con�ict resources. Hostility is observed, heretermed `passive con�ict', due to mobilization and investment, allowing the opposingalliance to extract a share of the contested public good budget, and the formation ofalliances exhibits the salient division in society.Investment in ConflictEach ethnic-economic subgroup (i, j) chooses its level of con�ict resources to maximizeits own payo� Uij. Following ethnic mobilization this yields the maximization problem:9For example, introducing some uncertainty to the model would ensure that active con�ictsometimes obtains. While arguably more realistic in terms of the information structure andcon�ict outcome, this would not change the main results concerning the e�ects of inequality,but would make the explication less clear.
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maxAij





ln
(
yij −

wjAij

nij

)
+
(
1−

δA−j

AT+AD

)
E for subgroups in governing alliance,

ln
(
yij −

wjAij

nij

)
+

δAj

AT+AD
E for subgroups in opposing alliance.This formulation ignores the share of the class budget because it is una�ected byethnic con�ict. As the resource constraint is omitted an interior solution is assumed;that is, the budget constraint is assumed to be non-binding.Each of the four �rst order conditions has the form:

wj

nijyij − wjAij

=
δA−j

(AT + AD)2
E. (1.1)These conditions, and therefore expenditure on ethnic con�ict, are independent ofthe identity of the subgroup in government. The absolute value of income drops out ofthe expressions: wage is proportional to per capita income, and each subgroup incomecan be expressed in terms of any other using the inequality parameters. Contributionsare not in�uenced by the absolute income of individuals, but by their relative incomeand thus the level of inequality within the alliance.This system of four equations can be solved to express the con�ict investment ofeach subgroup in terms of the parameters of the model. Investment in ethnic con�ict isa function of vertical income inequality, α, but not horizontal inequality, β. Populationinequality between ethnicities still features, as contributions are a function of thepopulation shares of both socio-economic and ethnic groupings.10 However, di�erencesin per capita income between the opposing alliances does not a�ect investment incon�ict; the share of contributions that an alliance must bear has greater in�uencethan the direct e�ect on the con�ict success function.11 Income inequality within10See the proof of Lemma 1 in the First Appendix for the closed form solution for contri-butions to con�ict resources.11To focus on the e�ects of horizontal versus vertical inequality, symmetry of inequalitywithin alliances has been supposed, i.e. per capita income inequality between the rich16



ethnic groups remains signi�cant as the subgroups do not collaborate when choosinghow much to invest.Similarly, con�ict expenditure for class alliances is obtained by solving the cor-responding maximization problems obtained assuming class mobilization. There isvariation in the �rst order conditions, and thus the expenditure functions, dependingon whether the majority or minority has the higher per capita income, as this a�ectsthe cost of resources.12 Class expenditure is likewise a function of inequality withinthe alliances (in this case β) but not vertical inequality between the opposing groups.Lemma 1 In any alliance the subgroup with the higher aggregate income contributesmore.That is, in any alliance the subgroup with the lower per capita income will investmore if their advantage in population size is su�cient to make up for their disadvan-tage in income. Thus the ethnic minority will never contribute more in class alliancesif β < 1 because in this case they are disadvantaged in both respects.A proof of the lemma is contained in the First Appendix; the result follows fromcomparing the expressions for the contributions obtained from the �rst order condi-tions. For example, the poor contribute more than the rich in an ethnic alliance if
np

nr
> α; that is, if the poor subgroup has the higher aggregate income: npypj > αnrypj.A corner solution may exist in which one subgroup bears the entire cost of con�ictfor an alliance, if the di�erence in aggregate income is su�ciently large.and poor of the ethnic majority is the same as the vertical inequality within the ethnicminority. This symmetry ensures that as there is no interaction between the two dimensionsof inequality, contributing to this result.12The expenditure function when the majority is richer is equal to that when the minorityis richer scaled by a factor of β. 17



Relative shares of con�ict expenditure for subgroups in an alliance are in�uencedby both factors contributing to groupwise inequality: population share and the percapita income ratio. In what follows, λij =
Aij

Aj
will denote the share of investmentmade by economic group i within an ethnic alliance, µij =

Bij

Bi
will denote the shareof investment made by ethnic group j within a class alliance.Proposition 1 An alliance's e�ectiveness in con�ict corresponds to its populationshare: σi = ni, σj = nj.A proof of the proposition is contained in the First Appendix.This result follows from the fact that the contributions of the poor in an allianceof the ethnic majority di�er from the contributions of the poor in an ethnic minorityalliance only by population shares, so λpT = λpD and subsequently λrT = λrD.13The alliances have the same per capita contributions, since inequality within alliancesis symmetrical. Success in con�ict is therefore only a function of population share.Although active con�ict does not occur in this model, the threat of con�ict allowsthe opposing alliance to extract a share of the contested public good budget fromthe governing alliance. The share of the budget obtained is proportionate to popula-tion share, as this determines the anticipated gains should violent con�ict occur, butremains independent of income inequality.MobilizationThe �rst stage of the game involves the formation of alliances, revealing the salientcleavages in society and so determining the dimension for all succeeding interactions.An alliance forms when both subgroups sharing a characteristic (ethnic or economic)13Similarly, µpT = µrT , µpD = µrD. 18



choose to unite, so it is �rst necessary to consider the preferences of the subgroups.A simple assumption is required in order to obtain a closed form solution. It does notchange any of the results presented, while allowing for clearer explication of the main�ndings.A1: Contributions are small relative to income: U ′ is approximately constant acrossper capita income net of contributions for an individual in any ethnic-economicsubgroup.This simplifying assumption requires that contributions are not constrained bythe size of the endowment. As has been demonstrated, investment in con�ict doesnot depend on the absolute value of income, and an interior solution has alreadybeen implicitly assumed by the construction of the maximization problem, so it isreasonable to allow this assumption.For simplicity, the situation where no alliances form will be referred to as `peace', todi�erentiate it from `passive con�ict', where society mobilizes, sustained by ine�cientinvestment in con�ict resources, but both alliances are satis�ed by the governmentallocation of shares of the public goods budgets.A �rst step towards determining how society mobilizes is to consider the prefer-ences of each ethnic-economic subgroup over all possible alliance outcomes.Lemma 2 Under A1, subgroup (i, j) prefersa) Ethnic mobilization to no mobilization if sEj − sPj ≥ λijδnTnD;b) Class mobilization to no mobilization if sCi − sPi ≥ µijδnpnrC;19



c) Ethnic alliance to class alliance if (sEi − sCi )C + (sEj − sCj )E ≥ λijδnTnDE −

µijδnpnrC;where sEk is the share of the relevant public good budget obtained by alliance k underethnic mobilization, sCk the corresponding share under class mobilization, and sPk whenno alliances form (peace).A proof of this lemma is contained in the First Appendix; however, the intuitionis straightforward. The left hand side of each inequality gives the payo� bene�t, thedi�erence in the shares of the public goods budgets that will be obtained in thesituations being compared. When mobilization on a given dimension is comparedto peace there is no di�erence in the anticipated shares of the uncontested budget.The right hand side is a measure of the cost of investing in con�ict, incorporatingthe subgroup's share of contributions in an alliance. If society does not mobilize noexpense is incurred. An alliance is preferred if the expected gain is greater than thecost of investing in con�ict.Mobilization on one dimension will occur if any two subgroups sharing a char-acteristic prefer to ally themselves than to remain alone or to form an alliance onthe alternative dimension. The two remaining subgroups will then prefer to form analliance as well.Preferences di�er between the four subgroups, but the structure of the allianceformation process will not a�ect the outcome: since a single stable alliance will alwaysexist. There will always be two subgroups sharing either an ethnic or economic char-acteristic, for whom uniting is the preferred action. One of these will be the ethnic-economic subgroup which shares neither its class or ethnic characteristic with the
20



subgroup in government, from hereon referred to as the `excluded' subgroup. It fol-lows that a formal model of alliance formation is not required, since it is irrelevant tothe outcome of the game.Proposition 2 Society always mobilizes. Alliances form on the dimension preferredby the `excluded' subgroup.The proof of this proposition is intuitive. Clearly the subgroup in government willalways prefer peace to either class or ethnic alliances, as in peacetime it is able toextract the full share of both public goods budgets. For the same reason a subgroupsharing one characteristic with the government will prefer peace to mobilization onthe dimension of the shared characteristic, but will prefer mobilization on the otherdimension to peace. For example, if the rich ethnic majority is in government, the poorethnic majority will prefer peace to ethnic alliances: in peacetime the government willallocate the full share of the ethnic budget to the majority but if ethnic alliances formit will be forced to reduce this share in order to give the minority su�cient to preventactive con�ict. In contrast, they will prefer class alliances to peace, as in this case theywill be able to use the threat of active con�ict to obtain a share of the class budget,of which they would receive nothing in peacetime. Likewise the rich ethnic minoritywill prefer ethnic alliances to peace which in turn is preferred to class alliances.Therefore the two subgroups sharing one characteristic with the governing sub-group will each prefer con�ict on the dimension in which they have the `opposing char-acteristic'. To form an alliance each will need the support of the excluded subgroup.This group (the poor ethnic minority in the case where the rich ethnic majority is ingovernment) always prefers mobilization on either dimension to peace, as whenever analliance forms they will be able to extract a share of one public good budget, whereas21



they receive no bene�t from public goods in peacetime. The result is that allianceswill always form. Whether the excluded subgroup prefers ethnic or class mobilization,it will �nd a willing alliance partner. Thus the preferences of the subgroup sharingneither characteristic with the group in government is decisive in determining onwhich dimension alliances form.Note that assumption A1 is not required for this result.Propositions 1 and 2, together with preliminary result that any opposing alliancewill be given the smallest share of the contested budget su�cient to prevent it fromlaunching active con�ict, combine to show that, when subgroup (I, J) is in gov-ernment, ethnic alliances will form if the following constraint is satis�ed, and classalliances will form otherwise:
n−JE − n−IC ≥ λ−I−JnTnDE − µ−I−JnpnrC. (1.2)It follows that there will always be wasteful con�ict expenditure. All non-governingsubgroups are willing to invest in con�ict resources to obtain a share of the publicgood budget from which they are otherwise excluded, and, since the excluded sub-group prefers mobilization on either dimension to peace, alliances will always formand investment take place.14 Mobilization on the dimension chosen by the excludedsubgroup is the least favored situation for both subgroups in the governing alliancebut they are forced together by the formation of the opposing alliance. They thenchoose to invest, as otherwise the opposing alliance would be able to launch activecon�ict and win the entire share of the public good budget with minimal investment.14It can be shown that there are circumstances where the waste from con�ict is su�cientlyextreme that total con�ict investment (A or B) is greater than the size of the contestedbudget. 22



Effects of InequalityThe preferences of the excluded subgroup are decisive in determining the dimensionof alliances, as this subgroup gains no share of either public good budget in peacetimeand so will never be satis�ed with a peaceful outcome. This subgroup's preferencesare therefore crucial in determining the salient cleavage of society, so to examine thee�ect of inequality on this outcome requires examining how inequality e�ects theexcluded subgroup's preferences over class and ethnic mobilization.The main result concerns the e�ects of income inequality on alliance formation,and how this varies depending on the identity of the subgroup in government. Asvertical inequality, α, increases, the decisive subgroup is more likely to prefer ethnicalliances if a rich subgroup is in government, and is more likely to prefer class alliancesif a poor subgroup is in government. These results are conditional on holding all otherparameters constant.Proposition 3 If ethnic mobilization takes place at some level of inequality, α̂, thenthere will be ethnic mobilization,a) At all higher levels of inequality, α > α̂, when a rich subgroup is in government;b) At all lower levels of inequality, α < α̂, when a poor subgroup is in government.If class mobilization takes place at some level of inequality, α̃, then there will be classmobilization,c) At all lower levels of inequality, α < α̃, when a rich subgroup is in government;d) At all higher levels of inequality, α > α̃, when a poor subgroup is in government.There is at most a single point at which the excluded subgroup is indi�erent betweenethnic mobilization and class mobilization.23



A proof of this proposition is contained in the First Appendix.Vertical income inequality in�uences the choice between ethnic and class mobi-lization through its e�ect on the division of con�ict expenditure between the richand poor subgroups in an ethnic alliance.15 As inequality increases the income of therich rises, so they can a�ord to devote more of their endowment to con�ict and theytherefore take on a larger share of con�ict expenditure.16 The gains in the event ofactive con�ict do not change and, more pertinently, neither do the gains induced bythe threat of con�ict. Consequently the net return to the rich from ethnic alliancesdeclines, and, since α features in neither the contributions to nor the payo� fromclass con�ict, shifts their preferences, decisive when a poor subgroup is in govern-ment, towards class alliances.The poor bear a lower share of ethnic con�ict expenditure as vertical inequalityincreases. The gains in the event of con�ict remain constant, so the expected returnto the poor from ethnic con�ict increases, shifting their preferences, decisive when arich subgroup is in government, in favor of ethnic alliances.The e�ect of α on the preference inequality is weakly monotonic, so it followsthat there exists at most a single switch-point between ethnic and class alliances.A switch-point may not exist, however, as there is no change in preferences in theregions in which one subgroup contributes the entire share of costs in an alliance, sinceclearing shares are constant in this region. Denote by α the value of α above whichthe rich bear the entire cost of ethnic con�ict, and by α the value below which the15Esteban and Ray (2008) also highlight the importance of expenditure e�ects in thesalience of ethnic con�ict in a society with unranked ethnic groups. It is hard for the poorto coordinate for class con�ict as their opportunity cost of resources is so high, but the richhave much lower opportunity costs, favoring ethnic divisions.16It is reasonable to assume that the absolute income of the poor remains constant when
α increases, to avoid the complication of societal credit constraints when inequality increaseswithout bound. 24



poor bear the entire cost. Thus any switch-point will be in the region [α, α], whereshares, and therefore preferences, vary. Nevertheless, it may be that the excludedsubgroup prefers mobilization of the same dimension at both α and α, in which caseno switch in preferences will occur as income inequality changes. Thus no limitingsituation exists: α is bounded below, and it is not the case that a switch in allianceswill always occur when α increases without bound.Proposition 4 If ethnic mobilization takes place at some level of inequality, β̂, thenthere will be ethnic mobilization,a) At all β > β̂ when an ethnic majority subgroup is in government;b) At all β < β̂ when an ethnic minority subgroup is in government.If class mobilization takes place at some level of inequality, β̃, then there will be classmobilization,c) At all β < β̃ when an ethnic majority subgroup is in government;d) At all β > β̃ when an ethnic minority subgroup is in government.There is at most a single point at which the excluded subgroup is indi�erent betweenethnic mobilization and class mobilization.A formal proof is omitted, as it follows the same procedure as the proof of Propo-sition 3.As β increases horizontal inequality shifts from favoring the majority to favoringthe minority, and so the minority take on a greater share of expenditure in any classalliance. The share of the class budget obtained remains constant, so the net returnto the minority from class alliances declines, shifting their preferences, decisive when25



an ethnic majority subgroup is in government, towards ethnic alliances. Likewisethe ethnic majority's share of expenditure in any class alliance declines, but returnsremain constant, shifting their preferences in favor of class alliances.Again, it is possible that one subgroup will contribute the entire share of con�ictinvestment in a class alliance, if its aggregate income is su�ciently greater. De�ne βand β such that if β < β the ethnic majority bears the entire cost of class con�ict andif β > β the ethnic minority bears the entire cost.17 Any switch between class andethnic alliances as β varies will be in the region [β, β], but again there is no limitingcase where a switch in alliances can be induced when β is increased without bound,since the excluded subgroup may prefer mobilization on the same dimension at both
β and β.The political situation in Malaysia since independence in 1957 illustrates someof these results.18 The government has been dominated by the UMNO party, repre-senting the interests of the Malay majority, while the minority Chinese populationhas been more economically successful. Vertical inequality has remained stagnant, buthorizontal inequality initially increased, leading to heightened ethnic tensions, as themodel predicts when an ethnic majority subgroup is in government. The governmentthen introduced redistributional policies and quotas for access to public resources,intended to reduce inter-ethnic disparity, leading to an amelioration of ethnic ten-sions as horizontal inequality declined.Sri Lanka is another country which has had an ethnic majority government sinceindependence but where inequality favored the minority. The Sinhalese majority was17It may be that β > 1 or β < 1 but β > 1 always, since the minority is by nature at apopulation disadvantage.18Of course, the model provides a highly stylized example and abstracts from other socialtensions. 26



more powerful politically, with the government dominated by their elite. Legacies ofcolonialism meant that the minority Tamil population was richer and socially advan-taged, although to a lesser extent than political rhetoric in the country implied. Ver-tical inequality, however, was high and increasing. Theory suggests that with a poorsubgroup decisive, ethnic con�ict becomes more likely as vertical inequality increases.This was the case in Sri Lanka, where the government restricting opportunities forTamils (the minimum share of the ethnic public goods budget), leading to politicaltensions and eventually the outbreak of civil war in 1983.19 Tamil activism was largelylead by young, lower class Tamils, the decisive excluded subgroup.This discussion has focused on the e�ects of per capita income inequality. Measuresof inequality such as the Gini coe�cient also depend on population shares as they lookat the distribution of income throughout society.20 However, the comparative staticsfor changes in population shares, and therefore also of these aggregate measures, areinconclusive.Increasing the population share of a subgroup increases its aggregate income, andtherefore its share of contributions in any alliance,21 in this respect shifting preferencestowards alliances on the alternative dimension, the same way as changes in per capitainequality. However, this is not the only way in which population shares enter into theconstraint determining whether ethnic or class mobilization takes place (1.2). As wellas e�ecting the cost of con�ict through the share of contributions, population sharedetermines the payo� through the con�ict success function, and in�uences the share oncontributions on the opposite dimension.22 The direction of the partial e�ect depends19Although active con�ict does not obtain in this model, adding some asymmetry ofinformation would result in active con�ict erupting in some circumstances.20For example, the Gini coe�cient for horizontal inequality: nT (1+β)−βn2
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on the other parameters, so the di�erent ways in which the population shares enterinto the constraints may be acting in di�erent directions, and no general conclusionscan be drawn about which e�ects outweigh the others.1.5 Cost of ConflictThe measures of aggregate con�ict resources - A = AT + AD for ethnic alliances,
B = Bp + Br for class alliances - can be interpreted as total con�ict expenditure, orthe total waste to society due to investment in con�ict. Therefore, to assess the impactof inequality on the social cost of con�ict it is useful to consider these measures.Returning the focus to per capita income inequality, once an alliance has formedcontributions are only a function of inequality on the dimension of mobilization. Thatis, total investment in ethnic con�ict, A, and the contributions of each subgroup,are only a function of α, vertical inequality within each ethnic alliance, and not of
β, horizontal inequality between the ethnic groups.23 Likewise investment in classcon�ict, B, is only a function of horizontal inequality.It is therefore useful to consider how expenditure in an alliance varies with incomeinequality before moving on to consider the possible e�ects of a change in the dimen-sion of mobilization. This is also relevant because it should be easier to adjust the levelof investment than the dimension of mobilization when faced with a change in thelevel of inequality. Not only will it be costly to move con�ict resources and establishorganizational structure, but it takes time for group members to form a new identityand develop hostility towards a di�erent subject.
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Figure 1.1: Expenditure with Ethnic Alliances
Expenditure with Ethnic AlliancesCon�ict investment is not a function of absolute income, so total expenditure is onlya function of the parameters of the model. As income inequality increases the richhave to pay more to sustain an ethnic alliance, as the poor can a�ord to contributeless due to their (relatively) lower income.24 The overall e�ect of inequality on con�ictexpenditure will therefore depend on whether the increase in contributions of the richoutweigh the decline in contributions of the poor.23See proof of Proposition 124Since it has been assumed that the budget constraint does not bind, an increase in incomeinequality should be interpreted as holding the income of one group constant while aggregateincome varies, i.e. the rich get richer while the poor remain the same. Nevertheless, to ensurethat the rate of growth of con�ict investment does not outstrip that of total resources in theeconomy in the limiting case, it is necessary that a further parametric condition is satis�ed.29



Lemma 3 Assuming ethnic mobilization, total investment in ethnic alliances is a`U-shaped' function of vertical income inequality, α. [Figure 1.1]The proof, provided in the First Appendix, follows directly from the partial e�ectsof aggregate contributions with respect to vertical inequality.Across the entire range of α, the contribution of the rich subgroup in an ethnicalliance is weakly increasing in per capita income inequality, while the contributionof the poor subgroup is weakly decreasing. The poor can a�ord to contribute less, orchoose to rely more on the rich due to their greater income. The rich must invest moreto sustain the alliance, to maintain a su�cient level of resources to exert pressure onthe group in government and maximize the return to the alliance.Within the range of inequality for which both subgroups have non-zero contribu-tions, α ∈ [α, α], total investment increases as inequality within the ethnic alliancesincreases. Richer subgroups provide more resources while the poorer subgroup con-tributes less, but overall the greater contributions of the rich are the dominating e�ectand aggregate con�ict investment increases.When inequality is su�ciently high, α > α, the contributions of the poor havefallen to zero and will remain at this level if inequality rises further. The rich arenow wholly funding the alliances, and as inequality continues to increase so too willtheir con�ict expenditure, as the relative cost of investment is lower when income ishigher. In fact, in this range con�ict investment is increasing more steeply than when
α ∈ [α, α], since the contributions of the rich are increasing while those of the poorare constant at zero.When inequality is su�ciently low, α < α, the poor bear the entire cost of ethniccon�ict so contributions of the rich remain constant at zero. Therefore as inequality30



increases con�ict investment declines, until it reaches the point where the rich sub-group is forced to step in and contribute to the alliance. Depending on the levelsof population inequality and other parameters, it may be that the poor never havesu�ciently higher aggregate income to bear the entire cost of ethnic con�ict; in thiscase, con�ict investment in ethnic alliances will be strictly increasing across the rangeof α.Returning to the example of Sri Lanka, the model predicts that when the poorminority is the decisive excluded subgroup, as with the Tamils in Sri Lanka increasingvertical inequality favors ethnic con�ict, so once ethnic alliances have formed a changein the dimension of mobilization will not occur, but investment in ethnic con�ict willincrease. The intensi�cation of ethnic con�ict observed in Sri Lanka as the incomedivide between the rich and the poor grew is consistent with this result.Expenditure with Class AlliancesHorizontal inequality has a similar e�ect on con�ict expenditure taking class alliancesas given.Lemma 4 Assuming class mobilization, total investment in class alliances is a `U-shaped' function of horizontal income inequality, β. [Figure 1.2]The proof is omitted since it follows the same form as that of Lemma 3.25When β > 1 the ethnic minority has higher per capita income than the ethnicmajority. In this range inequality between ethnic groups increases as β increases,so its e�ect is similar to that of increasing inequality within ethnic groups. Rising25It should be noted that the expenditure function varies slightly between β < 1 and
β > 1. 31



Figure 1.2: Expenditure with Class Alliances
inequality leads to higher investment by the richer minority while the contributions ofthe poorer majority decrease. If inequality between ethnic groups is su�ciently high,
β > β, the minority bears the entire cost of investment in ethnic con�ict, and so totalcon�ict expenditure is increasing. Below this level both subgroups are contributing tothe alliance, but the overall e�ect remains that expenditure increases with inequality.It is possible that when inequality is su�ciently low the ethnic majority will bear theentire cost of the alliance due to their advantage in population share, even though theminority have higher per capita income.26 If this is the case aggregate expenditurewill be decreasing over the range β ∈ [1, β], as in Figure 2.Inequality between ethnic groups takes on a larger range of values than intra-ethnic inequality, since it is also possible that the ethnic majority has higher per26β = nT

nD

1
δnpnrC+1 so can have β > 1 or β < 1.32



capita income, β < 1. In this range inequality within class alliances increases as βdecreases, but the general result still holds: contributions of the richer subgroup (inthis case the majority) increase with inequality while contributions of the poorersubgroup (the minority) decrease. If inequality is su�ciently high - possible for theentire range of β < 1 (Figure 2) as the majority is advantaged in terms of populationas well as per capita income - expenditure will increase as inequality increases, thatis, as β decreases. If β < 1 there is some level of inequality for which the minority willcontribute a share despite the greater income and population share of the majority.For this range, [β, 1] as inequality increases the minority can a�ord to contribute less,so their investment declines while the majority invest more, but the overall e�ect isthat total contributions increase. As the ethnic minority is disadvantaged in termsof both population share and per capita income there can be no situation where
β < 1 but the minority bear the full cost of a class alliance.27 Thus when the ethnicmajority has a higher per capita income, aggregate expenditure on class con�ict isalways increasing with inequality (and therefore decreasing in β).Combining these results gives a class con�ict expenditure function which is `U-shaped' in β. As β increases the situation described moves from high inequality infavor of the ethnic majority, through a point of income equality between ethnic groups,to high inequality in favor of the minority. The lowest level of expenditure cannot beat a point at which the majority have higher per capita income, i.e. it will exist at
β ≥ 1, since the minority will never bear the entire cost of con�ict when it is disad-vantaged in terms of both population and income.28 Therefore for most of the rangeof horizontal inequality investment in class con�ict increases as inequality increases;27i.e. β > 128Minimum expenditure is at β = 1 if β < 1, and at β = β if β > 1. The second case isdepicted in Figure 2. 33



the only exception (which will not exist for all parameter combinations) being thecase where the ethnic majority has the lower per capita income but is bearing theentire cost of class con�ict due to its higher aggregate income.Total Conflict ExpenditureThere will be at most a single switch between ethnic alliances and class alliances asinequality on a single dimension varies, since the preferences of the decisive subgroupare weakly monotonic in inequality, as shown by Proposition 3 and Corollary 1.Proposition 5 Holding all other parameters constant, a su�cient condition for theexistence of a switch in the dimension of mobilization as vertical inequality, α, variesis given by:
n−JE > (1− µ−I−JnI)n−IC > n2

−JE.Holding all other parameters constant, a su�cient condition for the existence of aswitch in the dimension of mobilization as horizontal inequality, β, varies is given by:
n−IC > (1− λ−I−JnJ )n−JE > n2

−IC.

(I, J) is the ethnic-economic subgroup in government.A proof of this proposition is contained in the First Appendix.When this condition is satis�ed and a switch between class and ethnic alliancesoccur there is a discontinuity in total con�ict expenditure; expenditure may eitherincrease or decrease at this point.The excluded subgroup's preference over class and ethnic alliances (2) is deter-mined not only by how much it will need to invest in each possible alliance but also34



by the share of the contested public goods budget it expects to obtain in each case. Itmay be willing to invest more if it anticipates a higher payo�. For example, the poorethnic minority will expect to obtain a larger share of the contested budget if classalliances are formed (np > 0.5 but nD < 0.5). However, they may have to bear themajority share of the investment in a class alliance, while the rich will contribute themajority of ethnic investment. The trade o� between cost and payo� will determinewhich alliance is preferred. In addition, the opposing alliance will also invest, eventhough they may have con�icting preferences over alliances, as otherwise they willforfeit all shares of the contested budget, adding to total con�ict expenditure.Any switch between class and ethnic alliances will take place in the region in whichboth subgroups contribute to an alliance. In this range investment in any alliance isstrictly monotonic; that is, provided that all subgroups have non-zero contributions,total con�ict expenditure is strictly increasing in inequality. When a switch in alliancedimension occurs there will be a discontinuity in total con�ict expenditure. It may bethat there is a `jump up' in total expenditure at this point, thus ensuring that weakmonotonicity holds throughout the region in which all contributions are non-zero, butthis will not always be the case.Figure 1.3 shows some examples of total con�ict expenditure, demonstrating thatmonotonicity of con�ict expenditure may either be maintained or fail at the switchpoint.29 All of these examples show the e�ect of increasing inequality within ethnicgroups, α, while holding all other parameters constant and imposing equality of theethnic and class public goods budgets (C = E). This focuses the results on thee�ects of income and inequality, since the relative size of the budgets also in�uencespreferences. It is intuitive that if there is a large di�erence between the size of the29Investment in con�ict is expressed as an absolute value, to avoid introducing an addi-tional parameter for the absolute value of per capita income.35



(a) Jump up in expenditure at switchpoint (b) Jump down in expenditure atswitch point
(c) Monotonicity maintained atswitch point (d) Monotonicity fails at switchpointFigure 1.3: Examples of the di�erent forms that total con�ict expenditure can takeas vertical inequality varies.

public goods budgets mobilization on the dimension with the larger budget will bepreferred. As the con�ict success function determines the share of the budget obtainedthe same level of investment will produce a larger return simply due to the size of thecontested budget.Panels (a) and (b) show total expenditure when the poor ethnic majority is ingovernment: the rich minority is decisive and its preferences shift from ethnic alliancesto class alliances as inequality increases. The only di�erence between the two cases isthe size of the contested budgets, all other parameters are held constant.30 Expendi-30β = 0.8, np = 0.9, nT = 0.85, γ = 0.05, δ = 0.836



ture on class con�ict is not a�ected by variation in vertical inequality. Total expen-diture on class con�ict is greater than total expenditure on ethnic con�ict at thepoint of indi�erence between ethnic and class mobilization when public goods bud-gets C = E = 18. The jump at the discontinuity is positive and total investment isweakly increasing over the range where all contributions are non-zero. However, whenthe contested budgets are increased (C = E = 30) the e�ect is reversed and totalinvestment decreases at the switch in alliance dimension.Panels (c) and (d) show situations with the rich ethnic minority in government,the poor majority decisive and a switch from class alliances to ethnic alliances. Againmost of the parameters are held constant:31 the di�erence here is the level of inequalitybetween ethnic groups. When inequality is low (β = 0.8) an increase in total expen-diture is observed at the switch point, but with a higher level of inequality (β = 0.5)ethnic expenditure is lower than class expenditure when the change in the dimen-sion of mobilization occurs. This result follows from the fact that investment in classalliances is higher when there is higher inequality within class alliances, but this hasno e�ect on investment in ethnic alliances.In some cases, as in the examples given in panels (c) and (d), as inequality increaseswithout bound, so too does total con�ict expenditure. This is why an increase in αshould be interpreted as an increase in inequality while holding constant the percapita income of the poor (or in the case of β, the poorer ethnic group). Otherwiseinvestment would be credit constrained for su�ciently high levels of inequality.32It also supports the use of the assumption that contributions are small relative toincome. A comparison of the rates at which investment and income are increasing31np = 0.8, nT = 0.7, C = E = 10, γ = 0.05, δ = 0.832Aside from feasibility considerations in application, the choice of log utility preventslevels of investment greater than income in the context of this model.37



depends on the absolute level of income,33 but a large proportion of total resourcesmay be devoted to con�ict when inequality is high.It follows that, in some circumstances, as inequality increases without bound, thelimiting case is one where the proportion of resources in the economy devoted tocon�ict is minimal. Such a result would arise when total investment is constant in thelimit (i.e when class mobilization takes place at α as α varies or ethnic mobilization at
β as β varies). However, it is likely that a signi�cant proportion of resources is wastedon investment in con�ict throughout the plausible range of parameters. To make adirect comparison it would be necessary to specify the absolute level of income,34since total con�ict investment is only a function of levels of inequality, not absoluteincome. Any result would therefore depend on the choice of this parameter.Another result demonstrated in Figure 1.3 is that the total con�ict expendituremay be greater than the size of the contested budget, or indeed both public budgetscombined. In panels (c) and (d) C = E = 10, which is lower than total expenditurethroughout the range of α depicted here - and the parameters used in this example arenot unrealistic.35 Social division and con�ict mobilization leads to ine�ciency throughwaste of resources, an e�ect which can be of a signi�cant magnitude. Ine�ciencycaused by the threat of con�ict has a substantial e�ect on the resources available tosociety. Although investing in con�ict ensures that both alliances in society will gain33To ensure that con�ict investment is not increasing faster than total resources in theeconomy, and thus that resources are not exhausted in the limit, per capita income must besuch that ypT ≥ 1

γnr(nT+βnD) . If the constraint holds with equality they will increase at thesame rate.34More speci�cally, ypT , the per capita income of the poor ethnic majority, in terms ofwhich all other income measures can be expressed.35As a more speci�c example, for population parameters approximately equivalent to thepopulation characteristics of India (α = 5, β = 0.7, nT = 0.85, np = 0.7) and public goodsbudgets C = E = 10. Con�ict expenditure has a minimum value greater than 2
3 of thecontested budgets for all α and is greater than the contested budget at α > 3. As β variestotal con�ict expenditure is greater than the contested budgets for all β.38



a share of the public good budget, this gain in total utility will often be outweighedby the cost of investment of individual income.1.6 Destruction of ResourcesThe indeterminancy of the e�ects of population shares, which also contribute to somemeasures of inequality, extends to their impact on investment in con�ict. However,the e�ect of δ, the parameter measuring the level of destruction caused by con�ict, ismuch clearer, and interacts with the income distribution in society.
δ is an inverse measure of destruction in con�ict: if active con�ict obtains (1− δ)of the contested budget is destroyed. This parameter features in both the constraintdescribing the preferences of the excluded subgroup over ethnic and class mobilization,and the level of investment in con�ict resources.The direct e�ect of δ is on the payo� from con�ict, and thus from mobilization,but there is no di�erence between ethnic and class mobilization in the proportion ofresources destroyed, and so it does not in�uence preferences in this respect. However,the level of destruction also factors into the level of con�ict investment, and so therelative costs of ethnic and class mobilization.If the excluded subgroup is from the class with higher aggregate income and theethnic group with lower aggregate income,36 then as the destructiveness of con�ictdecreases, the decisive excluded subgroup is more likely to prefer ethnic alliances.Likewise if the aggregate income condition is reversed the excluded subgroup is morelikely to prefer class alliances as destructiveness decreases. This result is stated moreformally in the following proposition.36i.e. Its aggregate income is less than that of its potential class alliance partner andgreater than that of its potential ethnic alliance partner.39



Proposition 6 When a subgroup (I, J) is in government, if ethnic mobilization takesplace at some measure of destruction, δ′, then,
• If Y−I > YI and Y−J < YJ , ethnic mobilization will take place at all δ > δ′.
• If Y−I < YI and Y−J > YJ , ethnic mobilization will take place at all δ < δ′.In all other cases the comparative statics in δ are indeterminate, and depend onthe other parameters of the model. A proof of this proposition is contained in theFirst Appendix.This result follows from the fact that when con�icts are less destructive the shareof the public goods budgets to be gained from mobilization and the viable threat ofcon�ict is larger, providing both subgroups in an alliance with a greater incentive toinvest. When all contribute more the di�erence in the relative investment shares ofthe allied subgroups declines. Lemma 1 showed that the subgroup with the higheraggregate income invests more in any alliance. Therefore with less destructive con�ict,if the excluded subgroup belongs to the poorer ethnic group and richer class, its shareof contributions in a class alliance will increase while its share of contributions in anethnic alliance will decrease, thus tending its preferences towards ethnic mobilization(and vice versa if it belongs to the richer ethnic group and aggregately poorer class,leading preferences to favor class mobilization).As would be expected, when con�ict is less destructive there is greater incentiveto invest, and so the contributions of all subgroups, and therefore also aggregatecontributions, increase. Proof of this result is omitted, as it is trivial and followsdirectly from the derivatives of contributions with respect to δ. This result holdsweakly, since contributions beyond the range in which all subgroups have non-zerocontributions are not a function of δ. 40



1.7 ConclusionThis chapter has developed and analyzed a model of alliance formation and investmentin con�ict in a society characterized by vertical and horizontal variation in per capitaincome. When a single population subgroup is in government, modeled as havingresponsibility for the allocation of public goods budgets, society always mobilizes,leading to ine�ciency through investment in con�ict, as a self-interested governmentwill otherwise exclude those with opposing characteristics from bene�ting from publicresources.The excluded subgroup, that which shares neither class nor ethnicity with thegroup in government, is decisive in determining whether class or ethnic divisions aresalient in society. This group is disadvantaged with respect to both characteristics,so a society without mobilization is always its least favored outcome, as peacetimeallocations give the excluded group no access to public resources. All else equal, thissubgroup would prefer an alliance on the dimension on which has the greater economicdisadvantage, as it will then bear a smaller share of the costs of the alliance.These results hold regardless of the identity of the group in government, whetheroligopolistic rule of the wealthy elite or a democratic government controlled by thepoor majority through numerical dominance. However, the fact that there is a singlesubgroup is government is central to the results suggesting that the system of gover-nance has a role in creating the environment which leads to con�ict investment andine�ciency. It may therefore be useful to investigate the ways in which the structure ofgovernance in�uences the outcomes, as this result suggests that limiting the exclusionof ethnic or economic groups may also limit the source of ine�ciency. This is espe-cially important when inequality is high as, in general, high inequality is associatedwith high levels of investment in con�ict, and therefore greater waste of resources.41



Chapter 2The Art of the Possible: Information, Conflict and Political Power
�Politics is the art of the possible." Otto von Bismarck (1867)

2.1 AbstractCan democratic leaders get away with lying? This chapter uses a game-theoreticmodel of con�ict between two countries with informed leaders to examine the in�u-ence of domestic political concerns on the likelihood of truthful revelation and theprobability of con�ict. A democratic leader, who risks losing power if he lacks suf-�cient public support, may wish to reveal his private information about the costsof con�ict. Democrats gain credibility through the need to inform their citizens, incontrast to autocrats, whose primary concern is to discourage their opponent fromattacking. However, to gain support for his preferred strategy, a democratic leadermay want to manipulate his population as well as his opponent, ensuring that thereis not perfect information revelation. A democratic leader is more likely to overstatehis country's vulnerability to attack when facing a democracy, but is more likely tounderstate vulnerability when facing an autocracy. Regime type has a greater in�u-ence than information revelation on the probability of con�ict, which is highest for apair of autocracies and lowest for a pair of democracies.
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2.2 IntroductionCommon opinion tends to suggest that politicians are not to be trusted, with apropensity to obfuscate, manipulate or hide information, or even lie outright.1 Yetwhile democratically elected leaders may be considered untrustworthy, they have alegitimacy and credibility not a�orded to autocrats. This chapter develops a game-theoretic signalling model in which democratic leaders can use their credibility, gainedthrough the electoral process, to manipulate beliefs. It examines the e�ect of regimetype on information transmission in the context of international con�ict.Bismarck, the Prussian Prime Minister and later �rst German Chancellor, wasthe �rst to describe politics as the `art of the possible'. He was certainly a master ofthe art, overseeing the series of military con�icts culminating in the Franco-PrussianWar, which brought about German uni�cation. Military success can cement a leader'sposition of power, as was the case for Bismarck, but before launching con�ict leadersmust consider public opinion, knowing that defeat at the polls or removal fromo�ce can follow entry into an unpopular war. Anthony Eden was forced to resignas British Prime Minister following the debacle of the Suez Crisis in 1956; the back-lash against the Vietnam War is attributed with destroying the career of PresidentLyndon Johnson.Analysis of the model here demonstrates the trade-o�s faced by democraticleaders, whose personal opinion about the desirability of war may not be sharedby the electorate. It shows that a leader can increase public support for con�ict bysharing information about the anticipated outcome, but if this knowledge will stillleave a majority of the population opposed to war, he will be constrained by the1For example, a 2010 survey by pollsters YouGov suggests that two thirds of the Britishpublic do not trust leading politicians to tell the truth even a �fair amount" of the time.43



need to appeal to public support in order to remain in o�ce. This is less of a concernto autocrats; although there are a variety of types of dictatorships, ranging frommilitary rule to totalitarian regimes,2 they share they the de�ning characteristic ofnot facing re-election, but can only be removed from o�ce at extremely high cost.Modeling this feature reveals how democracy creates credibility: both democrats andautocrats have incentives to manipulate information to further their own ends, butunless there is also an incentive to tell the truth a leader will never be believed.The restraining in�uence of democracy, which this chapter shows arising from theneed to maintain electoral support, is also a factor in the `democratic peace' hypoth-esis, the idea that democracy promotes peace. The theory dates back to the work ofKant and Paine in the late eighteenth century, and is supported by empirical evidencethat con�ict is more common between non-democratic states.3 Yet democracies entercon�icts not only with autocracies but also with each other: notably the democratiza-tion of the former Yugoslavia led to years of brutal war. This chapter contributes tothe literature on the democratic peace by showing that the e�ect of democracy dom-inates even when a leader is able to take advantage of his credibility to manipulatepublic opinion in favor of war.The model combines a con�ict game with private information with a signallingmodel, to examine the e�ect of democracy on information transmission and the like-lihood of international con�ict, and shows that information can only be crediblytransmitted by a democratic leader. More speci�cally, the model analyzes the inter-action between two countries assumes to have an inherently hostile relationship. Thecountries' leaders both choose between attacking and negotiating. Both citizens and2Compare, for example, the totalitarian rule of Josef Stalin in the USSR, the oligarchicregimes of Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines or Mobutu in Zaire, and half a century ofmilitary rule until 2011 in Burma.3For example, Maoz and Russett (1993), Rousseau et al (1996), Leeds and Davis (1999).44



potential leaders have a variety of preferences over the desirability of con�ict, due todi�erences in the private cost of an attack. A leader also wants to remain in power.Simplifying from the extremely high cost and e�ort required to overthrow a dictator,the model uses an assumption that an autocrat will remain in o�ce regardless of theoutcome of the international con�ict, while a democratic leader needs the support ofat least half the population to do so.Prior to choosing whether to attack or negotiate, a leader can send a public mes-sage about the country's vulnerability to attack, parameterized as the cost to all in acountry when faced with a surprise attack, and assumed to be his private information.When vulnerability is high, attacking becomes more desirable. Vulnerability inducesfear, as higher vulnerability entails a greater cost from failing to resist an attack. Cit-izens support war when they believe that their country is vulnerable, because theywould rather make a preemptive strike than risk the costs of failing to resist a sur-prise attack. The signal allows a leader to inform his citizens about this vulnerability,but it is also observed by the opponent. A democratic leader therefore considers twoaudiences when choosing his signal.The construction of the model illustrates the concept that hostility breeds hostility,as the gain from attacking is greatest when the opponent also attacks, due to thedestruction and possible occupation resulting from facing an unresisted attack. Eachcountry is therefore more likely to attack when its leader expects that his opponentalso has a high probability of attacking. This feature demonstrates the way mutualfear can escalate into aggression, even between democracies.Analysis of the model shows that an autocrat is never able to credibly transmitinformation. Although a democratic leader gains credibility, the temptation to manip-ulate both his population and the opponent ensures that there is not full revelation.45



Whether he prefers to remain at peace or simply hopes to strike the �rst blow, anyleader wants to deter his opponent from attacking, regardless of the truth of the state-ments he must make to do so. An autocrat has a single audience - the opponent - forany signal, and thus whatever the true vulnerability, he will always choose the samesignal; therefore no information is transmitted.4 A democratic leader, however, mayface a con�ict between ideology and pragmatism, between his personal preferenceabout about the desirability of con�ict and his wish to be re-elected. This providesa dual audience for any signal: the opponent and the domestic population, some ofwhose preferred strategy depends on the true vulnerability. A democratic leader maytherefore want to inform citizens to increase support for his favored strategy, givinghim credibility and allowing him to transmit information.Observation of the persistence of incorrect beliefs, even in democracies, endorsesthe result that democratization is not su�cient to ensure that all information isrevealed, and democratic leaders do not always tell the truth. The Soviet threatduring the Cold War was persistently exaggerated; from the 1950s onwards the UnitedStates government had increasingly hard intelligence evidence that the USSR had nostrategic weapons advantage, yet continued to imply the opposite. In more recentyears, in the run up to the Iraq War the British and American governments manip-ulated evidence and relied on poor quality intelligence to exaggerate the threat ofweapons of mass destructions (WMD). In both cases vulnerability was overstated toincrease support for a hawkish strategy (military expenditure in the Cold War, warin Iraq).A democratic leader needs public support; this may motivate him to reveal infor-mation about his country's strength or defenses, but it may also provide an incen-4This analysis is purely in the context of con�ict between pairs of countries and thusignores strategic issues of interaction in a wider international community.46



tive to lie or conceal information in an attempt to manipulate popular beliefs andincrease support for his favored action. Analysis of the model shows that if a demo-cratic leader's preferred strategy depends on the true vulnerability, as the medianvoter's does, he has an incentive to reveal this information, increase support for hischoice of action. An incentive to lie develops when preferences are no longer aligned.A su�ciently hawkish leader always chooses to attack and thus, to increase supportfor this strategy, he will indicate that the country is vulnerable to a surprise attack,regardless of whether or not this is true. Others will give credence to this statement,because democratic leaders tell the truth more often than not.The case of the Iraq War can be interpreted as a manipulation of informationby intelligence agencies or government o�cials from democratic regimes, the UnitedStates and United Kingdom, both of which were inferred to have largely hawkishleaders. Although not a case of outright lying,5 government actions lacked clarity, andused uncorroborated intelligence, despite a lack of hard evidence and the doubts ofweapons inspectors and some in the intelligence community, to exaggerate the threatof WMDs and bolster wavering public support for the invasion. When it became clearthat the WMDs did not exist at all, already wavering support for the war declinedfurther.An important result evaluates the in�uence of democratization of the opponent onthe information revealed by a democratic leader. The presence of the domestic audi-ence can induce truthful revelation, but still provides the possibility of false signals.A democratic leader may try to manipulate the population, but is also constrainedby them; yet he must also pay attention to a second audience: the opponent. An5The Hutton Inquiry cleared the British government of wrongdoing, but was itself metwith scepticism. 47



autocratic opponent will be a more signi�cant audience relative to the domestic pop-ulation than a democratic opponent, as he cares little about his citizens' opinions andtherefore is more susceptible to any signal received. This leads to the result that ademocratic leader is more likely to understate his country's vulnerability when theopponent is an autocracy, to minimize the probability of being attacked, but has ahigher probability of falsely stating that vulnerability is high when the opponent isalso a democracy, to encourage public support for a war.Comparison of equilibria for di�erent country pairs reinforces the democratic peacehypothesis. Democratic leaders, like autocrats, may be hawks who always prefer toattack, but when a country democratizes, this has a direct regime e�ect reducingthe likelihood of con�ict, as the leader must consider the opinion of the population,the majority of whom are assumed not to be uncritically in favor of con�ict. Aninformation e�ect exists simultaneously: if it is revealed that the country is vulnerableto attack con�ict becomes more likely, because public support for war is greater and,indirectly, because it encourages the opponent to attack. The regime e�ect dominatesthe information e�ect, since there is not complete information revelation, con�rmingthe standard democratic peace result. The probability of con�ict is greatest for a pairof autocracies and lowest for a pair of democracies.2.3 Related LiteratureThere is a wide body of literature in both the economic and political science �eldson the `democratic peace' hypothesis, the observation that two democracies rarely�ght each other. This phenomenon has quanti�ed by, amongst others, Rousseau et al(1996) and Leeds and Davis (1999), who analyze foreign policy at both the monadicand dyadic level and show that democratic states behave less con�ictually, an e�ect48



that is compounded when democracies interact with each other. That observation isreplicated in this chapter, which contributes to the analysis of the democratic peaceby explicitly modeling the in�uence of domestic political concerns on the decision togo to war, and evaluating it in the context of information e�ects, which are shown tobe dominated by the e�ects of regime type.Baliga and Sjöström (2011) demonstrate that democracy acts as a check on leaders,using a model with complete information. The democratic process gives more weightto the opinion of the median voter, as a leader cares about his re-election prospects.The emphasis on the restraining in�uence of popular opinion is also present in theincomplete information models of Bueno de Mesquita et al (1999), which uses a modelwith rents from remaining in o�ce, and Levy and Razin (2004), where a representativevoter chooses the con�ict strategy in a democracy, although these models depict soci-eties with homogenous preferences. This chapter combines elements of the di�erentmodels, using both incomplete information and heterogenous preferences to capturethe diversity of opinions and uncertainly about the desirability of war and costs suf-fered in con�ict. Uniting these features elucidates democratic leaders' incentives toboth reveal and manipulate information, while demonstrating that the widely notedpacifying e�ects of democratization dominate even when a leader can take advantageof his credibility to manipulate public opinion.Another explanation for the democratic peace is provided by Moaz and Russett(1993), who contrast the structural approach with a normative approach, suggestingthat expectations of compromise and cooperation between democracies prevent con-�icts of interest from erupting into violence. Tångeras (2009) posits the relative riskaversion of democratic leaders as an alternative explanation for the rarity of con�ictbetween democracies. Democratic leaders are more reluctant to initiate wars, since49



they may lose o�ce following a bad con�ict outcome. This argument is supported bythe observation that democratic initiators are signi�cantly more likely to win wars, asformalized by the analysis of Reiter and Stam (1998). Although this chapter assumesthat leaders of all regimes have the same degree of risk aversion, it does not contradictthat argument, as democratic leaders must also implicitly consider costs that will beborn by citizens.Also related is Jackson and Morelli (2007), which takes a di�erent approach toanalyzing the relationship between leaders and citizens, and show that only unbiasedleaders are able to use commitment mechanisms to avoid war. This chapter exam-ines the strategic interaction between countries to show that it is when a leader'spreferences di�er from those of the median voter that he has both the opportunityand incentive to manipulate the population. Baliga and Sjöström (2004) explore adi�erent facet of this strategic interaction where similar modeling characteristics areused to illustrate how �fear and distrust" can spiral into an arms race situation.This chapter also contributes to the literature on incomplete information and war.Incomplete or asymmetric information has frequently been modeled as a cause of con-�ict, including by Bester and Wärneryd (2006) and Kirshner (2000).6 Riboni (2011) isparticularly relevant, analyzing information transmission between an informed prin-cipal and a naive agent ahead of a con�ict game, drawing on work on the signi�canceof a dual audience in a cheap talk signalling game, �rst formalized by Farrell and Gib-bons (1989). However, while Riboni assumes that the preferences of the principal andthe agent are aligned, this chapter's most interesting results arise when the favoredstrategy of a democratic leader di�ers from that of his population.6An overview is provided by Gar�nkle and Skaperdas (2007).50



2.4 ModelThe model consists of a two stage game. A communication game, in which informationconcerning the payo�s from con�ict may be revealed, is followed by a con�ict gamemodeling the strategic interaction between the leaders of two countries. The con�ictgame draws on the model developed by Baliga and Sjöström (2004) and Baliga, Luccaand Sjöström (2011).Formally, the game is divided into three periods. At t = 0 the state of each country,the level of vulnerability, is drawn by nature, and is observed only by the leader ofthat country. The leader of each country sends a public signal about its state at t = 1.The citizens and the opponent update their prior beliefs, then at t = 2 the leaders ofthe two countries play the con�ict game. Finally the payo�s are allocated.Conflict GameThe relationship between two countries is assumed to be inherently con�ictual. Theleaders of the two countries, indexed i ∈ {1, 2}, play a con�ict game in which eachchooses either an aggressive strategy, to Attack, or a conciliatory strategy, to Nego-tiate.Each country has a continuum of citizens, who will each bear a private cost ifthe leader chooses to attack. This cost includes the risk of death if an individualis required to �ght, as well as �nancial costs, either through direct contributions orincreased taxation. It can also incorporate underlying attitudes about the desirabilityof war: aggressive individuals will have a low cost of con�ict, but those who object towar on principle can be considered to have high cost. Cost type, c, therefore variesacross the population: each citizen's type is drawn from a distribution F with support51



[c, c]. It is assumed that F is strictly increasing and convex. The median cost type isdenoted cm, F (cm) = 0.5.There is no ex ante di�erence between the two countries; that is, both have thesame distribution of cost types. In practice, of course, countries have a variety ofunderlying di�erences that may a�ect the probability of one attacking another - forexample, relative size and GDP. The United States invaded Grenada in 1983, butit would have been impossible for Grenada to have the forces to invade the USA.The assumption of distributional symmetry allows this chapter to focus on the e�ectsof regime type and information, abstracting from other factors in�uencing strategychoices in international relations.The payo�s for a citizen of country i with cost type c are shown in the matrixbelow. The row gives the strategy choice of leader i and the column the choice of theleader of the opposing country, j.
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j Attack NegotiateAttack −c µ− cNegotiate −di 0When leader i chooses to attack, each citizen of country i will always pay cost
c (each according to his own draw from F ). If i attacks but j does not each cit-izen also obtains bene�t µ. This gain to being o�ensive can be interpreted as a `�rstmover advantage' for the country; bene�ts include the element of surprise, better co-ordination of resources and military strategy, or keeping con�ict on the opponent'sterritory, all net of any sanctions for aggression imposed by the international commu-nity. 52



If j attacks but i does not, each citizen su�ers a common loss relating to thecountry's vulnerability, di.7 This cost can take on two values, di ∈ {dL, dH}, where
dH > dL. Vulnerability measures the ability to withstand costs and damages causedby an attack, and so depends on defenses and military resources. A country will bevulnerable to attack if, for example, it is lacking in defense infrastructure or has apoorly trained military. For simplicity of explication, a country will be referred toas `vulnerable' if di = dH and `not vulnerable' if di = dL for the remainder of thischapter.The gain from unresisted o�ense and the country's vulnerability are the same forall citizens and the leader, but while µ is common knowledge, the realization of diis only observed by leader i. A country's leader will have complete knowledge of itsdefenses and military resources, not all of which is shared with the general population,as well as intelligence reports and communications from private negotiations whichmay provide information about how successfully the country will be able to respondto an attack.The con�ict game exhibits strategic complementarities: it is assumed that 0 <

µ < dL < dH , so the gain from attacking is highest if the opponent also attacks.This feature demonstrates the propensity of con�icts to escalate, since fear that theopponent will attack makes aggression more desirable.Attack is a dominant strategy for any citizen with cost type c < µ, henceforthreferred to as hawkish types (or `hawks') since they always prefer to attack regardless7It may be more realistic to assume that country i will su�er a loss whenever it is attacked,but this cost is smaller when country i also attacks. This could be added to the model bychanging the payo� to a citizen of country i when both countries attack to −αdi − c, where
α ∈ [0, 1]. Provided that α is su�ciently small, α < dH−µ

dH
, the results will be unchanged.Otherwise the strategic complementarity e�ect is reversed, so the basic information resultremains but the direction of all e�ects is also reversed. Thus, for clarity, this additional costis omitted, equivalent to setting α = 0. 53



of the action of the opponent or the country's vulnerability. Negotiate is a dominantstrategy for pure dovish types (`doves') with c > dH , paci�sts who prefer to negotiateeven if the opponent attacks and the country is vulnerable to attack. Citizens withouta dominant strategy are `co-ordination types': attacking is their best response if theopponent attacks and negotiating their best response if the opponent negotiates.Citizens with cost type µ < c < dL are always co-ordination types. This leaves thosewith private cost in the range dL < c < dH , who will be co-ordination types if di = dHbut doves if di = dL. The cost of aggression is high enough to dissuade them fromunreservedly favoring attacking, and if the country is not vulnerable they will take thechance of being attacked by the opposing country, but if vulnerable they are unwillingto risk this chance and prefer to attack if the opponent also does.The fraction of hawks in the population is always the same, F (µ), but if thecountry is vulnerable there are more coordination types and less doves: 1 − F (dH)doves and F (dH) − F (µ) coordination types, compared with 1 − F (dL) doves and
F (dL) − F (µ) coordination types when it is not vulnerable. A greater proportion ofthe population support a coordination strategy (and therefore will support attackingif they believe the opponent is su�ciently likely to do likewise) since a vulnerablecountry faces greater losses when its opponent launches a surprise attack.The following assumptions, illustrated in Figure 2.1, summarize the distributionof cost types in the population.A1: 0 < c < µ < dL < cm < dH < cThis assumption ensures that the median voter is a co-ordination type if di = dHand a dove if di = dL. It implies that, as is expected given the expense, destructionand potential loss of life incurred, a representative citizen is never uncritically in54



Figure 2.1: Distribution of Private Cost Types
favor of war, but will be willing to support an attack when the costs of attempting aconciliatory strategy are high.8A2: cm − µ > dH − cmThe second assumption is necessary to ensure that N will always be the riskdominant strategy for the median voter. It is relevant when di = dH and the median8The assumption that the median voter is not a pure strategy hawk is standard in con�icttheory. See Baliga, Lucca and Sjöström (2011), Jackson and Morelli (2007), Schultz (2005),Tångeras (2009) among many others. 55



voter is a coordination type (since negotiation is the dominant strategy for doves) andensures that the gain from choosing to negotiate when the opponent also negotiates,
cm−µ, is greater than the loss from remaining conciliatory when the opponent attacks,
dH − cm.Leader i is assumed to be chosen from the population of the country, and so hascost type cli independently drawn from F . Thus the leader may be a hawk, a doveor a coordination type. In particular, it means that, while the median voter can onlybe a dove or a coordination type, the leader may be a hawk, and so unreservedlyaggressive.9 War has frequently been presented as a game where decision makers aredominant strategy hawks.10 This chapter uses a weaker assumption: it allows for theleader to be more aggressive than the median voter, but does not insist that this isalways the case.A leader's cost type is his private information, although the distribution is commonknowledge. It may be argued that, at least in democracies, voters will have someinformation about the underlying preferences of their leaders before they are elected,based, for example, on election manifestos or previous voting record. Yet it cannotbe expected that citizens will have complete information about the preferences ofcandidates: manifesto promises often remain unful�lled, and previous political actionsmay have been constrained by political expediency or party orders, such as whippedvotes in legislatures with `�rst past the post' electoral systems. Therefore, for the sakeof clarity, individual realization of cost type is assumed to be private information.9Equally, it is possible that, when di = dH and the median voter is a coordination type,the leader will be a dove and so less aggressive. The key is that `attack' will never be adominant strategy for the median voter, but may be for the leader.10See, for example, Jackson and Morelli (2007) on the selection of biased leaders, orKirshner's (2007) discussion of leaders' preferences for taking risks.56



Political RegimesThis chapter compares the two extremes of political regime: autocracy and perfectdemocracy. It is supposed that an autocrat will remain in power whatever happens,but that a democratic leader requires the support of at least half the population tokeep his position. Country i's regime type is given by Ti ∈ {A,D}, where A denotesautocracy and D denotes democracy. The regime types of both countries are commonknowledge.All leaders are self interested and want to maintain their power. The utility ofdoing so is modeled as a reward from staying in o�ce, R > 0.11 The size of R is notrestricted, but a larger value magni�es the e�ect of democracy, since, regardless ofregime type, payo�s reduce to those from the basic con�ict game as R tends to zero.12If country i is an autocracy the leader will remain in power, and receive reward
R, regardless of whether the median voter, or indeed any of the citizens, agree withhis choice of action, and thus irrespective of the outcome of the con�ict game. Leader
i's payo� matrix reduces to that of the basic con�ict game given earlier, with his ownprivate cost type, c = cli, as R can e�ectively be dropped.If country i is a democracy, the leader's decision between attacking and negotiatingbecomes a principal-agent game, where the citizens act as a principal who can rewardthe leader (agent) with their support. A citizen will support the leader, which canbe interpreted as voting for him in a re-election contest, if the leader has playedhis preferred action, given the action of the opponent. The decision to support istherefore taken ex post : the population observe the actions taken by the leaders ofboth countries. However, it is made before all payo�s are realized, since it may be11This feature is also used by Bueno de Mesquita et al (1999).12Instead of modeling a reward from remaining in o�ce, an alternative approach to theproblem would be for the median voter to play the con�ict game in a pure democracy.57



many years before the �nal outcome of a war is known. Election of a political leaderoften takes place in a shorter time frame than the resolution of a con�ict - considertwo wars in which the United States was a party: there were two Presidential electionsduring the Iraq War, and �ve during the Vietnam War.This is important because the level of vulnerability, di, which is not directlyobserved by the citizens, could be revealed through the payo�s when the con�ictis resolved (if i negotiates and j attacks). Instead a citizen's choice of whether or notto support the leader must be based on his belief of the probability that his countryis vulnerable, denoted ρii. It is assumed that this belief is the same for all citizens,since they should all have access to the same underlying information in the publicdomain.The payo� matrix for the democratic leader of country i is given by
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

i

j Attack NegotiateAttack −cli + ρiiR µ− cliNegotiate −di + (1− ρii)R RHere ρii also represents the probability of the leader's reelection when both coun-tries attack. If the opponent chooses to negotiate the probability of re-election doesnot depend on the realization of di. All except dominant strategy hawks will prefer tonegotiate, forming a majority, so a leader who chooses to negotiate when his opponentnegotiates will always be re-elected and receive reward R. However, if the opponentattacks, a majority consisting of all except dominant strategy doves will prefer toattack if it is known that the country is vulnerable. If it is not vulnerable, only hawks58



and pure coordination types will prefer attacking, and the leader will not have su�-cient support to remain in power. Therefore, when choosing whether or not to supportthe leader those citizens who do not have a dominant strategy will have to considerthe probability that the country is vulnerable. They will support attacking if thisbelief is su�ciently high, and so the probability of re-election, and thus the payo�sto the leader, are a function of the beliefs of the population. (A complete explanationfor this support structure is provided in the Second Appendix.)Information and CommunicationThe model features both strategic and structural uncertainty. Strategic uncertaintyarises from the simultaneous interaction in the con�ict game, while structural uncer-tainty exists because the level of vulnerability of each country is its leader's privateinformation. A leader is involved in international diplomacy and has access to defenseand intelligence reports, and so will be better informed than the population aboutthe expected costs of con�ict and the relative strengths of the two countries.Nature randomly draws the state of the world, the vulnerability of each country:
Ω = ∆ × ∆, where ∆ = {dL, dH}. The vulnerability levels of the two countries areindependent, ensuring that their underlying population shares of di�erent private costtypes are unrelated.13A country's vulnerability directly a�ects payo�s, and the preferred con�ictstrategy of some cost types, so it is clearly of interest to the domestic population.13This is not an unreasonable assumption, since it should not be supposed that becauseone country is vulnerable to attack, its opponent will not be. Vulnerability is not simply aquestion of military capability; it also depends on defenses, domestic stability, and economicprosperity, among other factors. This myriad of factors also helps to explain why, despiteintelligence sources, which cannot be assumed to reveal full information) a leader does notknow his opponent's vulnerability. 59



Further, when a country is vulnerable it can be considered more aggressive, as thereare less dovish types in the population. Vulnerability in�uences the probability ofan attack, the strategic uncertainty in the con�ict game, so it is also of interestto the opponent, despite not entering directly into his payo�s. Thus there are dualaudiences for any signal sent by leader i about the realization of di: the opponentand the domestic population.This leads to the �rst stage, the communication game. Leader i sends a signal
mi ∈ {mL, mH}, indicating whether vulnerability is low or high. For example, ifa country engages in military manoeuvres or publicizes its defenses it is signallingthat it is not vulnerable, but if the government is shown to be making militarycutbacks or claims that the opponent has weapons of mass destruction it is indicatingvulnerability. The message is public, and so is observed by both his citizens and theopponent before the con�ict game is played. No private communication is possiblewithin a country between the leader and the population. Since such communicationis likely to take place through the media, public announcements and debate, it isunlikely that any signi�cant information could be transmitted to the population as awhole but concealed from outside observers, and in any case, it would be practicallyimpossible to conceal broad communication within a country from foreign intelligenceagents. The communication game is also a simultaneous move game, so no leader isable to condition his signal on the signal of his opponent.These messages are `cheap talk'; the leaders do not pay any cost to send them.In addition, they cannot be veri�ed by either the opponent or the population. Again,this relates to the sources of the leader's private information, ensuring that it wouldnot be possible for citizens to independently verify the leader's claims, even if theyinvest in research. A general audience cannot have access to sensitive intelligence and60



defense sources, and the complexity of amalgamating the the potential costs of beingattacked would likely have an unfeasible level of expense for private citizens.Once the signal is observed all parties will update their prior beliefs accordingto Bayes rule. Just as ρii denotes the citizens of country i's prior probability thattheir own country is vulnerable, ρji denotes leader j's prior probability that country
i is vulnerable.14 All citizens are assumed to have the same prior, but the priors ofthe domestic population and the opposing country are allowed to di�er, since theymay well have di�erent underlying information and beliefs - for example, privatecommunication between heads of state.The posterior will therefore be given by

ρ̂ii(mi) =
ρiiPr(mi|d

H)

ρiiPr(mi|dH) + (1− ρii)Pr(mi|dL)
,where Pr(mi|di) is the conditional probability that signal mi is observed giventhat true state for country i is di, and likewise for ρ̂ij .At each stage of the game the leaders maximize their expected utility, conditionalon beliefs and the strategy of the opponent.2.5 Characterization of EquilibriaWhen choosing whether to attack or negotiate, leader i must consider his own costtype cli, the level of vulnerability di, the expected probability of being attacked, and, ifa democracy, the domestic population's beliefs. When choosing which signal to send,14For clarity, it is assumed that all priors are common knowledge, but the general resultsshould be unchanged if they are unknown. Assuming ρii, ρji ∈ (0, 1) ensures that the pop-ulation and opponent do not know the state of nature with certainty - otherwise the signalchoice becomes irrelevant. 61



he must consider the e�ect on beliefs and the expected probability of an attack, andtherefore the expected payo� in the con�ict game.The probability that country i attacks, denoted qi, will not be known by theopponent, since di is private information. Thus q̃i is used to denote the expectedprobability that country i will attack.15The equilibrium will be given in cut-o� strategies relating to the cost type of theleader. Comparing the payo�s from the con�ict game, an autocratic leader of country
i will choose to attack if

−q̃jc
l
i + (1− q̃j)(µ− cli) > −q̃jdi.Thus he attacks if and only if his cost type is su�ciently low, cli < µ+ q̃j(di − µ).The results focus on the underlying probability of an attack; the probability of anautocracy launching con�ict is given by
qi = F [µ+ q̃j(di − µ)].Likewise, democratic leader i will choose to attack if,

q̃j(−cli + ρ̂ii(mi)R) + (1− q̃j)(µ− cli) > q̃j(−di + (1− ρ̂ii(mi))R) + (1− q̃j)R,giving the probability of attack by a democracy as
qi = F [µ+ q̃j(di − µ+ 2ρ̂ii(mi))− R].The probability of attacking is a function of the expected probability of beingattacked, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. It is depicted in the cases of high and low cost15Leader j's belief of the likelihood of an attack by country i is the relevant expected prob-ability. However, equilibrium beliefs must be consistent and so will be common knowledge.Therefore, to simplify notation, only a single subscript is used.62



of defensiveness for both an autocracy and a democracy. The underlying probabilityof attacking is an intermediate value, denoted by
hi = piqi(d

H) + (1− pi)qi(d
L),where pi is the underlying probability that di = dH . Holding beliefs and the truelevel of vulnerability constant, the probability of a democracy attacking is never higherthan the probability of an autocracy attacking when q̃j < 0.5, and may not be forhigher values of q̃j .16The solution to the game is given by separating Weak Perfect Bayesian equilibria.In addition to the in�uence of regime type, the solution in cut-o� strategies meansthat leaders choose signals and actions in the con�ict game according to their privatecost type.The equilibrium concept speci�es that each player's strategy prescribes optimalactions given his beliefs at each decision point and the strategies of all other players.Equilibrium requires consistency of beliefs; that is, all parties will update their beliefsas all others expect them to. Thus all equilibrium beliefs will be common knowledge.The probability of country i attacking is a function of the expected probability thatcountry j will attack, and leader i also knows that the probability that country jattacks will be a function of leader j's expected probability that country i will attack.Therefore, to expand the previous notation, the belief function depends on the regimetype and the signal sent, q̃Ti

i (mi):
16qDi > qAi i� q̃j >

1
2ρ̂ii(mi)

. 63



(a) Autocracy

(b) DemocracyFigure 2.2: Probability of an Attack
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q̃Ai (mi) = ρ̂ji(mi)F [µ+ q̃j(d
H − µ)] + (1− ρ̂ji(mi))F [µ+ q̃j(d

L − µ)], (2.1)
q̃Di (mi) = ρ̂ji(mi)F [µ+q̃j(d

H−µ+2ρ̂ii(mi))−R]+(1−ρ̂ji(mi))F [µ+q̃j(d
L−µ+2ρ̂ii(mi))−R].(2.2)Consistent equilibrium beliefs will be given by a system of two equations, as illus-trated in Figure 2.3. There will be a single point of intersection as, for all regime types,the probability of attacking is strictly increasing in the probability of the opponentattacking. This ensures that equilibrium beliefs about the probability of an attack, afunction of the regime types of both countries and the signals sent by both leaders,

q̃TT∗

1 (m1, m2), q̃TT∗

2 (m1, m2), will be uniquely de�ned.The true probability of launching an attack is a function of both vulnerability andthe expected probability that the opponent will attack, and so of the signals of bothleaders: qT1T2

i (m1, m2; di).The model is analyzed by comparing three pairs of regime types that may beinvolved in an international dispute: two autocracies (A,A), an autocracy and ademocracy (A,D), and two democracies (D,D). Without loss of generality, assumethat in an (A,D) dyad T1 = A and T2 = D. The �rst step is to characterize thebehavior of the leaders in the communication stage.
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Figure 2.3: Equilibrium Beliefs
Equilibrium Information TransmissionEvery leader wants to discourage his opponent from attacking. An autocrat only hasa single audience for his signal, the leader of the opposing country, who is aware ofthe motivation governing signal choice. The autocrat is therefore unable to transmitcredible information. In contrast, a democratic leader is constrained by domesticpolitical considerations and his desire for re-election. This can provide an incentiveto reveal the country's true level of vulnerability of its citizens, to maximize publicsupport for his choice of action in the con�ict game. Knowing this, the citizens andopponent give credibility to his signal, ensuring that some information is transmittedin equilibrium. 66



Proposition 1 In all equilibria, an autocrat is never able to transmit credible infor-mation. Some information is credibly transmitted by a democratic leader, but there isnever full revelation.A proof of this proposition is provided in the Second Appendix.The signal is a cheap talk message and does not directly a�ect the autocrat'spayo�, so when choosing his signal he only considers its e�ect on his opponent'sbehavior. Regardless of whether the home country attacks or negotiates, and irre-spective of private cost type, all individual payo�s will be higher if the opponentnegotiates. If one signal were more likely to dissuade the opponent from attacking,the autocrat would always send this signal, whether or not his country was vulnerable.The opponent is sceptical and will be aware of the autocrat's incentives, so in thiscase would expect to always observe the same signal. Yet if this is so the signal is notinformative and gives the opponent no knowledge about the autocracy's vulnerability.The opponent's posterior belief will remain the same as his prior and his behaviorwill be unchanged. Thus there cannot be a signal which is more likely to dissuade theopponent from attacking and an autocrat will always choose to randomize betweensignals. No signal sent by an autocrat can a�ect the behavior of the opposing leader.This holds regardless of the regime type of the opposing country.A democratic leader faces two distinct audiences when choosing which signal tosend. Like an autocrat, he wants to discourage his opponent from attacking. However,the presence of the domestic audience creates an endogenous cost to sending a falsesignal, since the population's belief a�ects the probability of re-election and thus theleader's payo�. The need to publicly coordinate with his citizens provides an incentiveto reveal the country's true vulnerability, giving a democratic leader credibility. This67



result is a separating equilibrium where the choice of signal is a function of the leader'sprivate cost type.17More speci�cally, the probability of the opponent attacking is increasing in hisbelief that the �rst country will attack, and the probability of starting con�ict isgreater when vulnerability is high. All else equal, any leader wants to convince hisopponent that his country is not vulnerable, and so deter him from launching con�ict.In contrast, a democratic leader whose preferred action depends on the realization of
di will want to reveal this information to his citizens, to ensure that the majority ofthe population supports his choice of action and he remains in o�ce.Democratic leaders gain credibility through the need to inform their citizens, butinformation is not perfectly revealed as there is still an incentive to manipulate boththe domestic population and the opponent. Although leaders with intermediate costtypes want to reveal the true level of vulnerability, those with particularly high orlow private cost of attacking also want to report false information to their citizens.18A leader who is a dominant strategy dove, cli > dH , will always prefer to negotiate,and so, to maximize support for this strategy, would always like to inform his citizensthat the country is not vulnerable. A su�ciently hawkish leader prefers to attack17This result will be unchanged if the leader is allowed to engage in diplomacy and com-municate privately with the leader of the opposing country. As with public signalling by anautocrat, the leader will always choose to send the private message most likely to dissuadethe opposing country from attacking; therefore no credible information can be privatelycommunicated between leaders of opposing countries.18Speci�cally, a leader who could communicate privately with the domestic populationwould choose to send signalmi = mH , indicating that the country is vulnerable to attack, for
cli < di. Dominant strategy hawks would always angle for a preemptive strike by signallingthat the country is vulnerable, and dominant strategy doves would always indicate thatattack can be resisted, to generate support for their non-state dependent preferred strategy.
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whenever the opponent does,19 and thus would like the population to always believethat the country is vulnerable.The equilibrium is given in cut-o� strategies; leaders with a preference for con-�ict (low private cost of attacking) signal that the country is vulnerable to attackwhile those who prefer peace (high private cost) indicate the reverse. The individualcost type at which the democratic leader of country 2 is indi�erent between signals,denoted c̃T1D
2 (d2), is a function of the revealed vulnerability level d2. The leader willsend signal m2 = mH if cl2 < c̃T1D

2 (d2), and signal m2 = mL for all other private costtypes.20 The probability of sending signalmH , F [c̃T1D
2 (d2)], is higher when the countryis vulnerable, since c̃T1D

2 (dH) > c̃T1D
2 (dL), thus providing credible, though incomplete,information.The true state may a�ect the choice of signal in a democracy, adding credibilityand so in�uencing popular support and potentially the action of the opponent, butthe possibility of lying remains. Indeed, a strongly hawkish or dovish leader may lieabout the gains from attacking to increase his popular support. His statements willhave credibility since, on average, a democratic leader will be telling the truth - thusenabling him to, e�ectively, get away with lying.This illuminates the situation leading up to the Iraq War in 2003. The hawkishdemocratically elected governments in the United States and United Kingdom alloweddubious intelligence, lacking supporting evidence and ignoring contrary information,to be used to exaggerate their countries' vulnerability. British Prime Minister Tony19cli < dL, including coordination types, since the population's belief is only relevant whenthe opponent attacks.20Note that two other equilibria exist. There is also a babbling equilibrium where the demo-cratic leader randomizes between signals and no credible information is transmitted, and anequilibrium where the signals are `�ipped'. This is identical to the equilibrium described,but the signals are reversed: the democratic leader will send signal mL when his individualcost type is low and mH when his cost type is high.69



Blair wrote, �[Saddam Hussein's] military planning allows for some of the WMD tobe ready within 45 minutes of an order to use them," in the foreword to the notoriousSeptember Dossier, while President Bush used the same sources when he stated that,�The British government has learned that Saddam Hussein recently sought signi�-cant quantities of uranium from Africa," in his 2003 State of the Union Address."21The population, and the legislature, gave credence to their statements, since suchdemocratic governments do not have a history of misinformation, but the claims wereproven entirely untrue: the documents from Niger were fakes, and not only were mis-siles unarmed, but the weapons did not exist at all. Although popular support for thewar was always limited, it further declined as the truth about the absence of WMDsbecame common knowledge.22Truth and LiesThe previous result shows that a democratic leader is able to transmit informationabout the country's vulnerability, but this credibility also allows him to `get away'with lying, as the population updates posterior beliefs knowing that democrats tellthe truth more often than not. A democratic leader's choice of signal is in�uencedby the regime type of his opponent as well as his own private cost type, but it isnot immediately apparent whether truthful revelation by a democratic leader is morelikely when the opposing country is an autocracy or a democracy.The threshold cost type at which the leader is indi�erent between signals dependson the regime type of the opponent but this constraint is a function of equilibriumvalues as well as parameters. Equilibrium beliefs are determined simultaneously in21Foreign and Commonwealth O�ce (2002), Bush (2003).22Of course, this example is further clouded by allowing for a degree of costly independentveri�cation, the reports of weapons inspectors.70



the signalling game, so the possibility of credible information transmission by theopponent determines the relative signi�cance of the two audience. When the opponentis also a democracy, he too will be constrained by domestic considerations, but anautocrat will be more susceptible to the signal received, as he only needs to considerthe direct outcome of the con�ict game. When choosing his signal, a democraticleader is more concerned about the e�ect on the opponent relative to the domesticpopulation when his opponent is an autocrat.Comparing the cut-o� values shows that the probability of truth-telling dependson the true level of vulnerability as well as the opposing regime type. The leaderis more likely to truthfully reveal high vulnerability to attack if the opponent is anautocracy, but is more likely to be truthful about having low vulnerability when theopponent is also a democracy.Proposition 2 A democratic leader has a higher probability of falsely signalling thatthe country has high vulnerability (m2 = mH) when the opposing country is a democ-racy, but a higher probability of signalling that vulnerability is low (m2 = mL) whenthe opposing country is an autocracy. That is,
c̃AD
2 (dH) > c̃DD

2 (dH) and c̃AD
2 (dL) > c̃DD

2 (dL).The parameters of the con�ict game enter the constraint in the same way for bothdyads, so the e�ect of the equilibrium values, determined simultaneously, leads to thisresult. Earlier results show that the expected probability of con�ict is always lowerwhen the opponent is a democracy, and this e�ect dominates, lowering the cut-o�values. The range over which signal mH is chosen is smaller whenever the opponentis a democracy, as c̃AD
2 (di) > c̃DD

2 (di) for both levels of vulnerability. A democraticleader cannot be deemed to be `more truthful' overall when facing a democracy or an71



autocracy. A democratic leader has more incentive to hide vulnerability when facingan autocracy but to hide strength against another democracy.Echoing the main result, this claim also follows from the fact that an autocrat isonly concerned with international interaction in the con�ict game, but a democrati-cally elected leader also has the domestic concern of re-election. When country 1 isan autocracy, its leader does not care about his citizens, so will be more in�uencedby the behavior of country 2. Since he has more in�uence on an autocratic opponent,and always wants the opponent to think that his country is not vulnerable (and so ishimself less likely to attack), he is more likely to lie and falsely state that the countryis not vulnerable when the opponent is an autocracy. However, when country 1 is ademocracy its leader in constrained by domestic concerns, and so will be relativelyless in�uenced by the signal of country 2. The democratic leader has less in�uenceon his democratic opponent and so is relatively more concerned about in�uencinghis own citizens. Thus a greater range of hawkish leaders will lie to try to increasepopular support for attacking, by declaring that the country is vulnerable to attack.2.6 Conflict in EquilibriumThe previous section characterizes a key di�erence between autocracies and democ-racies: only a democratic leader is able to transmit credible information, due to thepresence of a second audience, the domestic population. The choice of signal may thenin�uence the behavior of both parties in the con�ict game. When choosing the signalin the communication stage, any democratic leader anticipates that he will attackafter sending signal mH and negotiate after sending signal mL. However, when theopponent is also a democracy the information revealed by the opposing leader maychange this intention. 72



The in�uence of domestic political concerns on the outcome of the con�ict game,both directly and via information revelation, are examined to assess the impact ofregime type on the probability of peace. Whatever the country's level of vulnerability,democracy reduces the risk of con�ict through the need to appeal to the (neverhawkish) median voter, yet when a leader credibly signals that vulnerability is highit increases both countries' probability of attack. It is not obvious which e�ect willdominate, so it is necessary to compare the equilibria of the game and the likelihoodof con�ict for di�erent dyads. The �rst step is to examine equilibrium beliefs aboutthe probability of an attack.Expected Probability of ConflictThe expected probability of con�ict, denoted w̃ when conditional on the signalsobserved, equates to the expected probability that at least one country attacks:
w̃T1T2(m1, m2) = q̃T1T2∗

1 (m1, m2) + (1− q̃T1T2∗

1 (m1, m2))q̃
T1T2∗

2 (m1, m2).The underlying expected probability of con�ict incorporates the likelihood ofobserving each signal:
W̃ T1T2 =

∑

m1

∑

m2

w̃T1T2(m1, m2)Pr(m1|T1T2)Pr(m2|T1T2).Beliefs must be based on common knowledge of the distribution from which theleader is drawn, as his individual cost of attacking, cli, is his private information.This allows a hawkish democratic leader to use the credibility provided by his elec-tion to manipulate for war. However, the equilibrium expected probability of con�ictbetween democracies is lower than that of con�ict between autocracies, even if two73



democratic leaders both signal that their countries are vulnerable. The direct e�ectof democratization outweighs the increase in the expected likelihood of con�ict whichmay arise from greater public support for con�ict and the opponent's perception ofgreater vulnerability.Proposition 3 The equilibrium expected probability of con�ict is lowest for a pair ofdemocracies and highest for a pair of autocracies:
W̃AA > W̃AD > W̃DD.A proof of this proposition is provided in the Second Appendix.No information is credibly transmitted if both countries are autocracies, so theexpected probability of an attack is informed by the prior beliefs of the leaders. Basedon common knowledge of the distribution of private cost types, both know that only aminority of potential leaders of the opposing country will be hawks, and indeed if thecountry is not vulnerable the majority will be doves. Negotiation is the risk dominantstrategy for the median citizen - and therefore median potential leader - ensuring thatin equilibrium both countries are more likely to negotiate than to attack, q̃AA∗

i < 0.5,as would be expected. The majority of countries in the world remain at peace, evenwhen there are disagreements and tensions between nations.23When country 2 is instead a democracy the best response belief function for theprobability of an attack by country 1 remains unchanged, but leader 2 must considerpublic opinion. This comparison (equations (2.1) and (2.2)) is shown in Figure 2.4.The democratic leader now incorporates popular beliefs when choosing his strategy,23Figures from the Uppsala Con�ict Data Program show that, since the end of the SecondWorld War, there has never been more than ten armed con�icts between countries in a singleyear. 74



Figure 2.4: Equilibrium Beliefs: (A,A), (A,D) comparison
with the direct e�ect of reducing the expected probability of an attack; that is, holdingbeliefs constant, q̃AD

2 < q̃AA
2 at q̃AA∗

1 .24 However, beliefs are not constant, since leader2 is able to credibly transmit information.If the democratic leader signals that the country is not vulnerable, the posteriorwill be lower than the prior, ρ̂i2(mL) < ρi2, shifting the belief function in the samedirection as the direct e�ect of democracy and further reducing the expected proba-bility of an attack, ensuring that q̃AD
2 (mL) < q̃AA

2 at q̃AA∗

1 . If the leader signals insteadthat the country is vulnerable this e�ect will be reversed; ρ̂i2(mH) > ρi2, implying24Technically, the best response belief function for a democracy may be `above' the equiv-alent function for an autocracy, q̃AD
2 > q̃AA

2 , if the popular belief of the probability ofvulnerability is su�ciently large, ρ22 > 1
2q̃1

. However, since q̃AA∗

1 < 1
2 this cannot be the caseat the (A,A) equilibrium value. 75



q̃AD
2 (mH) > q̃AD

2 (mL) for all q̃1. The expected probability of an attack is higher whenall believe the country is more likely to be vulnerable, but this e�ect is mitigatedby the fact that there is not full information transmission. Comparing the maximumrise from the increase in posterior beliefs to the minimum fall from the direct e�ectof democracy shows that the direct e�ect dominates, and hence q̃AD
2 (mH) < q̃AA

2 at
q̃AA∗

1 .The unique intersection of q̃AD
2 (m2) and q̃AD

1 must be lower than the equilibriumwith two autocracies, as the belief functions are strictly increasing. Therefore, whena democracy opposes an autocracy the equilibrium expected probability of an attackis lower for both countries than if both were autocracies. Knowing that a democraticleader will have to consider his never-hawkish median voter, his opponent believesthat he is less likely to attack than an autocrat, which in turn reduces the opponent'sown expected probability of attacking.The comparison with a pair of democracies is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The democ-ratization of country 1 has a similar e�ect to the democratization of country 2, furtherlowering its best response belief function and thus the expected probability that itwill attack, q̃DD∗

1 (m1) < q̃AD∗

1 . Democratization of country 1 also e�ects the levelof information transmission by country 2. Proposition 2 shows that the probabilityof a democracy signalling vulnerability is higher when country 1 has not democra-tized, and therefore posterior beliefs will re�ect this di�erent level of informationtransmission. When the posterior decreases the decline in the perceived likelihood ofvulnerability further reinforces the democratization e�ect, ensuring that the expectedprobability of con�ict is lower for both countries. Any increase in the posterior willbe small, as it is a shift from one level of credible information without perfect revela-tion to another. Although the possibility of an increase in country 2's probability of76



Figure 2.5: Equilibrium Beliefs: (A,D), (D,D) comparison
attacking cannot be ruled out, any such change will be so small that it is dominatedby the decline in country 1's probability of attacking, ensuring, the expected prob-ability of con�ict is lowest for a pair of democracies, regardless of the informationrevealed, w̃DD(m1, m2) < w̃AD(·, m2).25,2625The relative levels of information transmission in (A,D) and (D,D) dyads, and thereforea comparison of the posteriors, has not been quanti�ed. It is possible that either ρ̂AD

i2 (mH) <
ρ̂DD
i2 (mH) and ρ̂AD

i2 (mL) > ρ̂DD
i2 (mL), or that the inequalities are reversed. The former isshown in Figure 5, but the result holds in both cases.26If instead the stronger, but common, assumption that an autocrat is more likely to be ahawk than a democratic leader (for example, because of the manner in which many come topower, or because autocrats are better at isolating their personal wealth from the fortunesof war) was used this result would only be exacerbated. Technically, if the leader's privatecost type is drawn from some distribution G, which is �rst order stochastically dominatedby F , all results will still hold.
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The probability of con�ict is lowest for a pair of democracies and highest for a pairof autocracies, for all possible signal choices. It follows trivially that the underlyingexpected probability of con�ict has the same ordering.This reinforces the standard democratic peace result, and shows that the maine�ect of democratization is to temper the potential aggression of the leader. Therewill always be both hawks and doves in the population, but the hawks do not forma majority. Hawkish autocrats are able to ignore popular opinion, but a hawkishdemocrat is constrained by his desire for re-election and a median voter who willbe, at best, a coordination type. Signalling enables the democratic leader to swaypublic opinion in his favor, but he is unable to change the underlying populationdistribution, and the regime e�ect dominates the signalling e�ect. This is supportedby evidence that con�ict is more often observed among autocracies, even when waris extremely costly, for example when GDP per capita is low and investment in wardepletes a large share of essential domestic spending, as with con�icts in the Horn ofAfrica, a region riven by international con�icts as well as internal disputes.27Likelihood of ConflictThe democratic peace hypothesis, the idea that democracy promotes peace, is wellestablished. A comparison of the true probability of con�ict for di�erent pairs ofregime types con�rms this hypothesis and completes the comparison of the equilibria.Con�ict will take place if the leader of at least one country chooses to attack,denoted w when conditional on the signals sent and both countries' level of vulnera-bility:
wT1T2(m1, m2; d1, d2) = qT1T2

1 (m1, m2; d1) + (1− qT1T2

1 (m1, m2; d1))q
T1T2

2 (m1, m2; d2).27See, for example, Moaz and Russett (1993).78



Similarly to the expected probability of con�ict, W denotes the underlying prob-ability of con�ict:
W T1T2 =

∑

d1

∑

d2

∑

m1

∑

m2

wT1T2(m1, m2; d1, d2)Pr(d1)Pr(d2)Pr(m1|d1, T1T2)Pr(m2|d2, T1T2).The e�ect of regime type on the likelihood of con�ict re�ects its e�ect on beliefs,since the true probability of an attack is itself an increasing function of the expectedprobability of an attack by the opposing country. The regime e�ect dominates theinformation e�ect: replacing autocracy with democracy in either country lowers theequilibrium probability of con�ict.Proposition 4 (Democratic Peace) The underlying probability of con�ict is lowestfor a pair of democracies and highest for a pair of autocracies:
WAA > WAD > WDD.A proof of this proposition is provided in the Second Appendix, but the intuition isstraightforward. A democratic leader, seeking re-election, must consider the opinionsof the median voter, who is never a hawk. If he signals that the country is vulnerable,equilibrium beliefs about the probability of con�ict will be higher, as shown previously.As would be anticipated, war is more likely when it is indicated that a country is morevulnerable, resulting from the fear of an unresisted attack by the opponent it creates.However, this is outweighed by the direct e�ect of democratization. Changing beliefscan only in�uence the probability that the population will support a coordinationstrategy: a dominant strategy hawk who attacks when the opponent negotiates willnever have popular support, a concern for a democratic leader but ignored by anautocrat.This does not rule out con�ict between two democracies - if a democratic leader issu�ciently hawkish, he will always signal that his country is vulnerable, and proceed79



to attack - but this only applies to leaders in the tail of the private cost type distri-bution, for whom the gains from con�ict outweigh the potential loss from failure toremain in o�ce. Democratic leaders who favor con�ict but whose private cost type ishigher will be willing to compromise their con�ict strategy to increase their chancesof re-election. This range of potential leaders would, if autocrats, choose to attack;thus the probability of con�ict is higher whenever an autocracy is involved.The presence of strategic complementarities in the con�ict game leads to theordering of the dyads. If the equilibrium expected probability of an attack is reducedfor both countries when one autocracy is replaced by a democracy, this in turn reducesthe true probability of an attack by both, and so the probability of con�ict likewise.Even if the expected probability of an attack by country 2 increases slightly whencountry 1 democratizes, the ensuing e�ect on the true probability is small enough to beoutweighed by the larger e�ect for country 1. This ensures that, as with the expectedprobability of con�ict, the true probability also declines whenever one country democ-ratizes.These complementarities can create a situation of mutual hostility. If the opponentis more likely to attack this increases the probability of the home country attacking,which occurs due to the `�rst mover' advantage and the need to defend against antici-pated attacks. This can lead to situations of armed hostility and arms race scenarios -as between the United States, USSR and their respective allies during the Cold War;prior to the First World War, when Britain and Germany both invested vast sums inmilitary resources in response to the other country's investment; and, more recently,
80



the arms race and nuclearization of the tensions between India and Pakistan - and,in the worst case, an attack primarily motivated by the fear of being attacked.282.7 ConclusionPolitics may be `the art of the possible' but, as this chapter shows, domestic politicalconcerns can both legitimize and restrain a country's leader. When two countries arein an inherently hostile situation, an autocratic leader cares only about the outcomeof the con�ict, whereas a democratic leader must also cater to his need for popularsupport if he is to remain in o�ce. If a democratic leader's favored strategy dependson the country's vulnerability to attack, he has an incentive to reveal this informationto the population to gain their support. Telling the truth more often than not, theleader gains credibility, providing him with an opportunity for manipulation whichdoes not exist for an autocrat, whose statements will never be believed. However,since there is not full revelation a democratic leader can, in e�ect, get away withlying.A leader involved in con�ict must deal with both his opponent and his owncountry's citizens. This dual audience allows a democratic leader to transmit credibleinformation, in contrast to an autocrat, who always wants to discourage his oppo-nent (a single audience) from attacking and whose signal will therefore be ignored.However, it also provides an incentive to manipulate both parties, and the relativesigni�cance of the two audiences can a�ect the choice of signal. A democratic leaderwho faces an autocracy is more likely to falsely state that the country is not vulner-able, but if he faces another democracy he is more likely to misleadingly indicate that28The attack driven by the fear of being attacked is exhibited in this simple model, afurther dynamic element or repeated interaction should be introduced to fully demonstratean arms race scenario - see Baliga and Sjöström (2004).81



his country is vulnerable. A democratic opponent also has his own domestic politicalconcerns and will thus be less in�uenced by the signal observed, making the homeaudience relatively more signi�cant to the democratic leader.These results reinforce the frequently stated `democratic peace' hypothesis. In thismodel the median voter will never be a dominant strategy hawk, but the leader maybe. A hawkish democrat is constrained by domestic political concerns, but a hawkishautocrat only considers his personal bene�t from attacking, and so the expected prob-ability of con�ict is lower the more countries that are democracies, and likewise thetrue probability of con�ict. Although information may be revealed which indicatesthat the country is vulnerable, and therefore increases public support for, and thusthe probability of, an attack, the direct e�ect of democratization dominates this infor-mation e�ect. The lessening of structural uncertainty about the level of vulnerabilityis subsumed by the change in strategic uncertainly, the adaption of the best responsebelief function to incorporate the re-election concerns of a democratic leader.Democracy, and the political manoeuvering that comes with it, provides a leaderwith credibility that an autocrat lacks, but this credibility also provides the electedleader with the ability to manipulate. As the population and opponent know thata democratic leader will tell the truth more often than not, he is able to pass onprivate information, but this also means that he will be believed if he provides falseinformation. Democratization provides an opportunity for manipulation of beliefs,both at home and abroad, yet also puts limits on the ability to do so.
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Appendix AFirst Appendix
A.1 Proof of Lemma 1The maximization problems when ethnic alliances have been formed give four �rstorder conditions of the form:

wj

nijyij − wjAij

=
δA−j

(AT + AD)2
E. (A.1)This system of equations gives the con�ict investment of each subgroup:

ApT =
nT [(δnTnDE + 1)np − αnr]

γ(2 + δnTnDE)
, ApD =

nD[(δnTnDE + 1)np − αnr]

γ(2 + δnTnDE)
,

ArT =
nT [α(δnTnDE + 1)nr − np]

γ(2 + δnTnDE)
, ArD =

nD[α(δnTnDE + 1)nr − np]

γ(2 + δnTnDE)
.(A.2)So a rich subgroup contributes more than its partner in an ethnic alliance i�:

Arj > Apj

α(δnTnDE + 1)nr − np > (δnTnDE + 1)np − αnr

αnr > np

αnrypj > npypj

Yrj > Ypj.83



A similar procedure gives the result for investment in class alliances: an ethnicminority subgroup contributes more than its class alliance partner if YiD > YiT .QEDA.2 Proof of Proposition 1Using from the closed form solution for subgroup con�ict investment (A.2),
AT = ApT+ArT =

nT [δnTnDE(np + αnr)]

γ(2 + δnTnDE)
, AD = ApD+ArD =

nD[δnTnDE(np + αnr)]

γ(2 + δnTnDE)
,

A = AT + AD =
δnTnDE(np + αnr)

γ(2 + δnTnDE)
. (A.3)Substituting these values into the con�ict success function:

σT =
AT

A
=

(nT [δnTnDE(np + αnr)])/(γ(2 + δnTnDE))

(δnTnDE(np + αnr))/(γ(2 + δnTnDE))
= nT .Likewise, σD = AD

A
= nD.As contributions cannot be negative, if the above series of equations gives Aij < 0for some (i, j) there will be a corner solution, so it is necessary to impose Aij = 0 whensolving the maximization problem. By symmetry, AiT = 0 ⇒ AiD = 0 for i = p, r.If ApT = ApD = 0, then

AT = ArT =
nT (αnr − np)

γ
, AD = ArD =

nD(αnr − np)

γ
, A =

αnr − np

γ
.(A.4)If ArT = ArD = 0, then
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AT = ApT =
nT (np − αnr)

γ
, AD = ApD =

nD(np − αnr)

γ
, A =

np − αnr

γ
.(A.5)So σj =

Aj

A
= nj holds in both cases.A symmetric procedure proves the result for con�ict expenditure in class alliances,for both β > 1 and β < 1. QEDA.3 Proof of Lemma 2Subgroup (i, j) prefers ethnic alliances to peace if

ln

(
yij −

wjAij

nij

)
+ sEj E > ln(yij) + sPj E. (A.6)The class budget is not included here, as the share obtained will be the same underethnic alliances and peace since there is no threat of class con�ict to in�uence thedecision of the subgroup in government. Under A1 this is approximately equivalentto

(sEj − sPj )E > Aij

wj

nijyij − wjAij

.Using the �rst order condition (A.1) in (A.6),
(sEj − sPj )E > Aij

A−j

(AT + AD)2
δE.Then substituting in the results from (A.3),

sEj − sPj > λijδnTnD,85



since λij =
Aij

Aj
.An equivalent procedure demonstrates that subgroup (i, j) prefers class alliancesto peace when sCi − sPi > µijδnpnr.Similarly, subgroup (i, j) prefers ethnic alliances to class alliances if

ln

(
yij −

wjAij

nij

)
+ sEi C + sEj E > ln

(
yij −

wiBij

nij

)
+ sCi C + sCi E.Under A1 this is approximately equivalent to

(sEi − sCi )C + (sEj − sCj )E > Aij

wj

nijyij − wjAij

− Bij

wi

nijyij − wiBij

,Then using (A.1) and the �rst order condition for the maximization problem whenclass alliances have formed, and substituting in (A.3) and the corresponding valuesfor class expenditure,
(sEi − sCi )C + (sEj − sCj )E > λijδnTnDE − µijδnpnrC. QED

A.4 Proof of Proposition 3Substituting the closed form solution for expenditure, (A.2) and (A.3), into λij =
Aij

Aj
,

λpj =
(δnTnDE + 1)np − αnr

δnTnDE(αnr + np)
, λrj =

α(δnTnDE + 1)nr − np

δnTnDE(αnr + np)
.Thus,

∂λpj

∂α
< 0,

∂λrj

∂α
> 0.86



The relevant constraint is the preference over ethnic and class alliances of theexcluded subgroup sharing neither characteristic with the group in government. Thissubgroup will receive no share of the class public goods budget if ethnic alliancesform and no share of the ethnic public goods budget if class alliances form. When in ageneric alliance k it will receive a share sk of the contested public good: sk = δσk = δnkby Proposition 1.Therefore ethnic alliances form if:
n−JE − n−IC > λ−I−JnTnDE − µ−I−JnpnrC. (A.7)

λ−I−J is a function of α and the only place this parameter appears in this expres-sion. The right hand side is constant in α. λ−I−J , and therefore the left hand side, isdecreasing in α if −I = p and conversely increasing if −I = r. Thus the preferencesof the decisive subgroup move towards ethnic alliances as vertical inequality increasesif a rich subgroup is in government, and towards class alliances if a poor subgroup isin government.If a corner solution exists for some values of α, λij is constant ∀ i, j throughout thisrange and therefore preferences are constant in α until such a point that λij ∈ (0, 1)and the above result holds.A.5 Proof of Lemma 3Using results obtained in the proof of Proposition 1:
• For α ∈ [α, α], A = δnTnDE(np+αnr)

γ(2+δnT nDE)
(A.3). Thus, ∂A

∂α
= δnTnDnrE

γ(2+δnT nDE)
, expenditureincreasing in α. 87



• For α > α, impose Apj = 0, so A = αnr−np

γ
(A.4) and ∂A

∂α
= nr

γ
, expenditureincreasing in α.

• For α < α, impose Arj = 0, so A = np−αnr

γ
(A.5) and ∂A

∂α
= −nr

γ
, expendituredecreasing in α.Combining the results of these three segments gives an ethnic alliance expenditurefunction which is U-shaped in α. QEDA.6 Proof of Proposition 5Recall that ethnic mobilization takes place if inequality (A.7) is satis�ed, and classmobilization otherwise.First consider variation in α:

• When a rich subgroup is in government,� Class alliances exist at α (λpj = 1) if n−JE−n−I < nTnDE−µ−I−JnpnrC,which simpli�es to n2
−JE < (1− µpDnI)n−IC.� Ethnic alliances exist at α (λpj = 0) if n−JE − n−IC > −µ−I−JnpnrC,that is, n−JE > (1− µ−I−JnI)n−IC.

• When a poor subgroup is in government,� Ethnic alliances exist at α if n−JE − n−IC > −µ−I−JnpnrC, that is,
n−JE > (1− µ−I−JnI)n−IC.� Class alliances exist at α if n−JE − n−IC < nTnDE − µ−I−JnpnrC, thatis, n2

−JE < (1− µrDnp)nrC. 88



Combining these results shows that in both cases a switch point exists if:
n−JE > (1− µ−I−JnI)n−IC > n2

−JE.Now consider variation in β:
• When an ethnic majority subgroup is in government,� Class alliances exist at β (µiD = 0) if n−JE − n−IC < λ−I−JnTnDE, thatis, (1− λrDnJ)n−JE < n−IC.� Ethnic alliances exist at β (µiD = 1) if n−JE − n−IC > λ−I−JnTnDE −

npnrC, that is, (1− λ−I−JnJ )n−JE > n2
−IC.

• When an ethnic minority subgroup is in government,� Ethnic alliances exist at β if n−IE − n−JC > λ−I−JnTnDE − npnrC, thatis, (1− λ−I−JnJ)n−JE > n2
−IC.� Class alliances exist at β if n−JE − n−IC < λ−I−JnTnDE, that is, (1 −

λ−I−JnJ)n−JE < n−IC.Combining these results shows that in both cases a switch point exists if:
n−IC > (1− λ−I−JnJ )n−JE > n2

−IC.A.7 Proof of Proposition 6When ethnic-economic subgroup (I, J) is in government (−I,−J) is the decisiveexcluded subgroup, and ethnic mobilization takes place if:89



n−JE − n−IC > λ−I−JnTnDE − µ−I−JnpnrC (A.7)Note that δ is only present on the right hand side (RHS) of this inequality as both
λij and µij are functions of δ.

∂λpj

∂δ
≥ 0 i� α >

np

nr

⇔ Yrj > Ypj,

∂λrj

∂δ
≥ 0 i� α <

np

nr

⇔ Ypj > Yrj,

∂µiT

∂δ
≥ 0 i� β >

nT

nD

⇔ YiD > YiT ,

∂µiD

∂δ
≥ 0 i� β <

nT

nD

⇔ YiT > YiD.The RHS of inequality (A.7) is decreasing if λ−I−J is decreasing and µ−I−J isincreasing.
• λ−I−J is decreasing if −I = p and Ypj > Yrj, or −I = r and Yrj > Ypj, i.e.
Y−Ij > YIj ⇒ Y−I > YI .

• µ−I−J is increasing if −J = T and YiD > YiT , or −J = D and YiT > YiD, i.e.
Yi−J < YiJ ⇒ Y−J < YJ .If the RHS is decreasing, the preferences of decisive subgroup are moving towardsethnic alliances as δ increases: ethnic mobilization at δ′ ⇒ ethnic mobilization at all

δ > δ′.The RHS of inequality (A.7) is increasing if λ−I−J is increasing and µ−I−J isdecreasing.
• λ−I−J is increasing if −I = p and Yrj > Ypj, or −I = r and Ypj > Yrj, i.e.
Y−Ij < YIj ⇒ Y−I < YI . 90



• µ−I−J is decreasing if −J = T and YiT > YiD, or −J = D and YiD > YiT , i.e.
Yi−J > YiJ ⇒ Y−J > YJ .If the RHS is increasing, the preferences of decisive subgroup are moving towardsclass alliances as δ increases: ethnic mobilization at δ′ ⇒ ethnic mobilization at all

δ < δ′.The e�ect of δ on RHS is indeterminate if λ−I−J and µ−I−J are both increasingor both decreasing, i.e. in all other cases results depend on combination of otherparameters.This result holds weakly since for parameter combinations where one subgroupbears the entire cost of an alliance contributions are not a function of δ.
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Appendix BSecond Appendix
B.1 Support Structure in DemocraciesA democratic leader will remain in power (and receive reward R) if he has the supportof at least half the population.If the opponent negotiates the payo� does not depend on the realization of di. Allnon-hawkish citizens will support negotiation, forming a majority and ensuring thatthe leader will remain in power if he also chooses to negotiate.If the opponent attacks, hawks and pure co-ordination types will always supporta leader who chooses to attack, and doves will always support a leader who chooses tonegotiate. Neither of these groups forms a majority, so the probability of remainingin power depends on the support of those with cost type dL < c < dH .A citizen in this cost range will support a leader who attacks when his opponentattacks if he believes that the probability that di = dH , ρii, is su�ciently high.Formally, suppose that he will vote in support of the leader if ρii is greater than somethreshold, ρii > δ.

δ is drawn from a uniform distribution, δ ∼ U [0, 1], where the realization isobserved by the citizens but not the leader. δ should be interpreted as a param-eter measuring the average (relative) popularity of the leader in the population asa whole. It can be considered to incorporate the performance of the leader on other92



policy dimensions and the capabilities of an alternative potential leader, as well aspersonality issues.If both countries attack, it follows that all citizens with cost type dL < c < dHwill vote for the existing leader if ρii > δ. The leader will remain in o�ce if ρii > δand so the expected probability of re-election, and therefore of obtaining reward R,is Pr(ρii > δ) = ρii.Similarly the expected probability of a democratic leader remaining in o�ce if hechooses to negotiate when the opponent attacks is (1− ρii).B.2 Proof of Proposition 1AutocracyCountry 1 is an autocracy. No assumption is made about the regime type of country2. Leader 1 has expected payo� (1−q̃AT∗

2 (m1, m2))µ−cl1 from attacking and expectedpayo� −q̃AT∗

2 (m1, m2)d1 from negotiating.Comparing expected payo�s, having sent signal m1, leader 1 will prefer to attackif
µ+ q̃AT∗

2 (m1, m2)(d1 − µ) > cl1.The proof is by contradiction. First assume that in equilibrium q̃AT∗

2 (mH , m2) >

q̃AT∗

2 (mL, m2).Regardless of the signal sent, leader 1 will attack if µ+ q̃AT∗

2 (mL, m2)(d1−µ) > cl1.Comparing payo�s, leader 1 will prefer signal m1 = mL for all cost types in thisregion. 93



Regardless of the signal sent, leader 1 will negotiate if cl1 > µ+ q̃AT∗

2 (mH , m2)(d1−

µ). Comparing payo�s, leader 1 will prefer signal m1 = mL for all cost types in thisregion.For cost types in the range
µ+ q̃AT∗

2 (mH , m2)(d1 − µ) > cl1 > µ+ q̃AT∗

2 (mL, m2)(d1 − µ),leader 1 will attack if he has sent signal m1 = mH and negotiate if he has sentsignal m1 = mL. Comparing payo�s, leader 1 will prefer signal m1 = mL for all costtypes in this region.Therefore, for both d1 = dH and d1 = dL leader 1 will send signal m1 = mL forall private cost types, cl1. Then Pr(m1 = mL|d1 = dH) = Pr(m1 = mL|d1 = dL) = 1which implies that there is no information transfer in equilibrium and so ρ̂21(m
L) =

ρ21. Since the opponent does not expect to observe the signal m1 = mH on theequilibrium path, if he does he must assume that it is a mistake and so ρ̂21(mH) = ρ21.However, with no information transfer q̃AT
2 (mH) = q̃AT

2 (mL) for all q̃1, so it must bethat q̃AT∗

2 (mH , m2) = q̃AT∗

2 (mL, m2), contradicting the initial assumption.Now assume instead that q̃AT∗

2 (mL, m2) > q̃AT∗

2 (mH , m2). A similar procedureshows that for both d1 = dH and d1 = dL leader 1 will send signal m1 = mH for allprivate cost types. Then Pr(m1 = mH |d1 = dH) = Pr(m1 = mH |d1 = dL) = 1, so
ρ̂21(m

H) = ρ21 and there is no equilibrium transfer in equilibrium. Therefore it mustbe that q̃AT∗

2 (mH , m2) = q̃At∗
2 (mL, m2), contradicting the initial assumption.Finally assume that in equilibrium, q̃AT∗

2 (mH , m2) = q̃AT∗

2 (mL, m2) ≡ q̃AT∗

2 .Regardless of the signal sent, leader 1 will attack if µ + q̃AT∗

2 (d1 − µ) > cl1. Com-paring payo�s, leader 1 will be indi�erent between signals for all cost types in thisregion. 94



Regardless of the signal sent, leader 1 will negotiate if cl1 > µ + q̃AT∗

2 (d1 − µ).Comparing payo�s, leader 1 will be indi�erent between signals for all cost types inthis region.For both d1 = dH and d1 = dL, leader 1 will be indi�erent between signals for allcost types. He will therefore randomize between signals, so that Pr(m1 = mH |d1 =

dH) = Pr(m1 = mH |d1 = dL) = 0.5, ρ̂21(mH) = ρ̂21(m
L) = ρ21, and no informa-tion is transmitted in equilibrium. This implies that q̃AT∗

2 (mH , m2) = q̃AT∗

2 (mL, m2),consistent with the initial assumption.Therefore when country 1 is an autocracy the only possible equilibrium is onewhere the leader randomizes between signals and no information is transmitted inequilibrium.DemocracyCountry 2 is a democracy. Leader 2 has expected payo�
µ− cl2 + q̃T1D∗

1 (m1, m2)(ρ̂
T1D
22 (m2)R− µ)from attacking and expected payo�

R− q̃T1D∗

1 (m1, m2)(d2 + ρ̂T1D
22 (m2)R)from negotiating.First consider an (A,D) dyad. Comparing expected payo�s, having sent signal

m2, leader 2 will prefer to attack if
µ+ q̃AD∗

1 (m1, m2)(d2 − µ+ 2ρ̂AD
22 (m2)R)− R > cl2.95



The proof is by construction. Assume that in equilibrium Pr(m2 = mH |d2 =

dH) > Pr(m2 = mH |d2 = dL). This implies that ρ̂AD
i2 (mH) > ρi2 > ρ̂AD

i2 (mL) and so
q̃AD
2 (mH) > q̃AD

2 (mL) for all q̃1. Thus the equilibrium expected attack probability forboth countries is higher after leader 2 has sent signal mH , q̃AD∗

i (·, mH) > q̃AD∗

i (·, mL)(independent of the uninformative signal sent by the opposing autocracy).No credible information is transmitted by country 1 (by Proposition 1), so leader2 has no uncertainty about the action he will take in the con�ict game when choosingwhich signal to send.Leader 2 will attack, regardless of the signal he sent, if
µ+ q̃AD∗

1 (·, mL)(d2 − µ+ 2ρ̂AD
22 (mL)R)−R > cl2.Using backwards induction and comparing payo�s, leader 2 will choose signal m2 =

mH for all cost types in this range.Leader 2 will negotiate, regardless of the signal he sent, if
cl2 > µ+ q̃AD∗

1 (·, mH)(d2 − µ+ 2ρ̂AD
22 (mH)R)− R.Comparing payo�s, leader 2 will choose signal m2 = mL for all cost types in thisrange.For cost types in the range

µ+q̃AD∗

1 (·, mH)(d2−µ+2ρ̂AD
22 (mH)R)−R > cl2 > µ+q̃AD∗

1 (·, mL)(d2−µ+2ρ̂AD
22 (mL)R)−R,leader 1 will attack if he has sent signal m2 = mH and negotiate if he has sent signal

m2 = mL. Comparing payo�s, leader 2 will choose signal m2 = mH if he has privatecost type
cl2 < µ+ q̃AD∗

1 (·, mL)(d2 + ρ̂AD
22 (mL)R) + q̃AD∗

1 (·, mH)(ρ̂AD
22 (mH)R− µ)−R ≡ c̃AD

2 (d2).96



Therefore, considering the complete distribution of private cost types, leader 2will send signal m2 = mH if cl2 < c̃AD
2 (d2) and signal m2 = mL otherwise. c̃AD

2 (dH) >

c̃AD
2 (dL) so F [c̃AD

2 (dH)] = Pr(m2 = mH |d2 = dH) > Pr(m2 = mH |d2 = dL) =

F [c̃AD
2 (dL)], supporting the original assumption.Since F [c̃AD

2 (dH)] 6= 1, F [c̃AD
2 (dL)] 6= 0 there is not complete revelation, but as

F [c̃AD
2 (dH)] 6= F [c̃AD

2 (dL)] credible information is transmitted and ρ̂AD
i2 (mH) > ρi2 >

ρ̂AD
i2 (mL).Now consider instead a (D,D) dyad. The proof takes a similar form, but mustaccount for the possibility that credible information will be transmitted by country1. When choosing the signal in the communication game leader 2 will be uncertainabout his choice of action in the con�ict game.Before any signals are observed, leader 1 expects that, if he sends signal m2, hewill prefer to attack if

µ+QDD
1 (m2)(d2 − µ+ 2ρ̂DD

22 (m2)R)− R > cl2where
QDD

1 (m2) = (p1F [c̃DD
1 (dH)] + (1− p1)F [c̃DD

1 (dL)])q̃DD∗

1 (mH , m2)

+ (p1(1− F [c̃DD
1 (dH)])− (1− p1)(1− F [c̃DD

1 (dL)]))q̃DD∗

1 (mL, m2)(i.e. the expected probability that country 1 attacks, given country 2's signal, weightedby the probability of country 1's choice of signal.)Again assume that in equilibrium, Pr(m2 = mH |d2 = dH) > Pr(m2 = mH |d2 =

dL), implying that ρ̂DD
i2 (mH) > ρi2 > ρ̂i2(m

L), and so QDD
1 (mH) > QDD

1 (mL).The same method of comparing expected payo�s over the range of private costtypes shows that leader 2 will choose to send signal m2 = mH for cost types97



cl2 < µ+QDD
1 (mL)(d2 + ρ̂DD

22 (mL)R) +QDD
1 (mH)(ρ̂DD

22 (mH)R− µ)−R ≡ c̃DD
2 (d2)It follows from c̃DD

2 (dH) > c̃DD
2 (dL) that F [c̃DD

2 (dH)] = Pr(m2 = mH |d2 = dH) >

Pr(m2 = mH |d2 = dL) = F [c̃DD
2 (dL)], supporting the original assumption. As whencountry 1 is an autocracy, there is not complete revelation, but credible informationis transmitted and the posteriors will be updated.

c̃AD
2 (d2) 6= c̃DD

2 (d2), so the probability of a democratic leader sending signal mH isin�uenced by the regime type of his opponent. The result is shown by contradiction.Assume otherwise, that ρ̂AD
i2 (mH) = ρ̂DD

i2 (mH) and ρ̂AD
i2 (mL) = ρ̂DD

i2 (mL). Then
q̃AD
2 (mH) = q̃DD

2 (mH) and q̃AD
2 (mL) = q̃DD

2 (mL) for all q̃1. However, when country1 is also a democracy, it too transmits credible information, so q̃AD
1 6= q̃DD

1 (mH) 6=

q̃DD
1 (mL). This ensures that q̃AD∗

1 (m1, m2) 6= q̃DD∗

1 (m1, m2) for all signal combina-tions, so q̃AD∗

1 (m1, m2) 6= Q1(m2), c̃AD
2 (d2) 6= c̃DD

2 (d2) and ρ̂AD
i2 (m2) 6= ρ̂DD

i2 (m2), acontradiction.Note that regardless of the regime type of country 1, there will also be a `bab-bling' equilibrium (the democratic leader randomizes between signals and no credibleinformation is transmitted) and a `�ipped' equilibrium' (the democratic leader sendssignal mL for all private cost types where he would send signal mH in the equilib-rium described above, and vice versa - the same level of information transmission ismaintained). The proof is omitted as it follows the same method as the equilibriumabove, and the equilibrium described is the one of interest for the results.
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B.3 Comparison of EquilibriaThe proof of Proposition 2 draws on Propositions 3 and 4, evaluating the e�ect ofregime type of the equilibrium (expected) probability of con�ict, discussed in section5. These proofs are therefore presented before the proof of Proposition 2.Proof of Proposition 3 (Equilibrium Expected Probability of Con-flict)
(A,A) DyadEquilibrium beliefs are de�ned by the unique solution to the system of two equa-tions:

q̃AA
1 = ρ21F [µ+ q̃2(d

H − µ)] + (1− ρ21)F [µ+ q̃2(d
L − µ)],

q̃AA
2 = ρ12F [µ+ q̃1(d

H − µ)] + (1− ρ12)F [µ+ q̃1(d
L − µ)].As signals are uninformative, there is a single equilibrium: q̃AA∗

1 , q̃AA∗

2 .
(A,D) DyadEquilibrium beliefs are de�ned by the unique solution to system of two equations,where q̃AD

1 = q̃AA
1 as de�ned above, and

q̃AD
2 (m2) = ρ̂AD

12 (m2)F [µ+q̃1(d
H−µ+2ρ̂AD

22 (m2)R)−R]+(1−ρ̂AD
12 (m2))F [µ+q̃1(d

L−µ+2ρ̂AD
22 (m2)R)−R].There are two possible equilibria, depending on country 2's choice of signal.Evaluate q̃AD

2 (m2) at q̃AA∗

1 . When m2 = mL, the result is trivial: (2ρ̂AD
22 (mL)q̃AA∗

1 −

1)R < 0 and ρ̂AD
12 (mL) < ρ12, so q̃AD

2 (mL) < q̃AA
2 at q̃AA∗

1 and thus by convexity
q̃AD∗

1 (·, mL) < q̃AA∗

1 and q̃AD∗

2 (·, mL) < q̃AA∗

2 .99



When m2 = mH , (2ρ̂AD
22 (mH)q̃AA∗

1 − 1)R < 0 but ρ̂AD
12 (mH) > ρ12, so the democ-ratization and information e�ects are working in opposite directions. When R = 0there is no transmission of information, so q̃AD

2 (mH) = q̃AA
2 . Therefore it su�ces toshow that q̃AD

2 (mH), evaluated at q̃AA∗

1 (mH), decreases as R increases.
dq̃AD

2

dR
=

∂ρ̂AD
12

(mH )

∂R

(
F [µ+ q̃1(d

H
− µ+ 2ρ̂AD

22 (mH )R) − R]− F [µ+ q̃1(d
L
− µ+ 2ρ̂AD

22 (mL)R) − R]
)

+
(
ρ̂AD
12 (mH )f [µ+ q̃1(d

H
− µ+ 2ρ̂AD

22 (mH )R) − R] + (1− ρ̂AD
12 (mH ))f [µ + q̃1(d

L
− µ+ 2ρ̂AD

22 (mH )R) − R]
)

·

(
2ρ̂AD

22
(mH )q̃1 − 1 +

∂ρ̂AD
22

(mH )

∂R
2Rq̃1

)The �rst term is positive and the second term is negative at q̃AA∗

1 . Expanding
∂ρ̂AD

12
(mH )

∂R
and ρ̂AD

12 (mH) allows for a comparison of the magnitude of the two terms,and shows that the democratization e�ect dominates, ∂q̃AD
2

(mH )

∂R
< 0 at q̃AA∗

1 .Therefore q̃AD
2 (mH) < q̃AA

2 at q̃AA∗

1 ∀ R, and so q̃AD∗

1 (·, mH) < q̃AA∗

1 and
q̃AD∗

2 (·, mH) < q̃AA∗

2 .As q̃AD
i (·, mL) < q̃AD

i (·, mH) < q̃AA
i for i = 1, 2, it follows trivially that

w̃AD(·, mL) < w̃AD(·, mH) < w̃AA, and so W̃AD < W̃AA.
(D,D) DyadEquilibrium beliefs are de�ned by the unique solution to the system of two equa-tions:
q̃DD
1

(m1) = ρ̂DD
21

(m1)F [µ + q̃2(d
H

− µ+ 2ρ̂DD
11

(m1)R) − R] + (1 − ρ̂DD
21

(m1))F [µ+ q̃2(d
L
− µ+ 2ρ̂DD

11
(m1)R − R],

q̃DD
2

(m2) = ρ̂DD
12

(m2)F [µ + q̃1(d
H

− µ+ 2ρ̂DD
22

(m2)R) − R] + (1 − ρ̂DD
12

(m2))F [µ+ q̃1(d
L
− µ+ 2ρ̂DD

22
(m2)R − R].There are four potential equilibria, depending on both countries' choice of signal.The same argument as for the comparison of the (A,D) dyad shows that

q̃DD
1 (mL) < q̃DD

1 (mH) < q̃AD
1 at q̃AD∗

2 (·, mL) and q̃AD∗

2 (·, mH). However, the analysis100



is further complicated by the fact that the democratization of country 1 also has aninformation e�ect on country 2: either ρ̂AD
i2 (mH) > ρ̂DD

i2 (mH), ρ̂AD
i2 (mL) < ρ̂DD

i2 (mL)or ρ̂AD
i2 (mH) < ρ̂DD

i2 (mH), ρ̂AD
i2 (mL) > ρ̂DD

i2 (mL).If ρ̂DD
i2 (m2) < ρ̂AD

i2 (m2) both the e�ect on country 1 and the information e�ecton country 2 are working in the same direction, so it is clear that q̃DD∗

1 (mL, m2) <

q̃DD∗

1 (mH , m2) < q̃AD∗

1 (·, m2) and q̃DD∗

2 (mL, m2) < q̃DD∗

2 (mH , m2) < q̃AD∗

2 (·, m2), butif ρ̂DD
i2 (m2) > ρ̂AD

i2 (m2) it is necessary to evaluate the comparative statics of the equi-librium values with respect to R1, while R2 is held constant, i.e. how the equilibriumexpected probabilities of attacking vary together as country 1 democratizes, while theregime type of country 2 does not change.
dq̃DD∗

1 (m1, m2)

dR1
=

1

1−A1A2
(∆1+A1∆2) ,

dq̃DD∗

2 (m1, m2)

dR1
=

1

1−A1A2
(∆2+A2∆1)where

Ai ≡ ρ̂−ii(mi)f [µ+ q̃∗
−i(m1,m2)(d

H − µ+ 2ρ̂ii(mi)Ri)−Ri](d
H − µ+ 2ρ̂ii(mi)Ri)

+ (1− ρ̂−ii(mi)f [µ+ q̃∗
−i(m1,m2)(d

L − µ+ 2ρ̂ii(mi)Ri)−Ri](d
L − µ+ 2ρ̂ii(mi)Ri) < 1

∆i =
dq̃DD

i (mi)

dR1
q̃∗
−i

∆1 < 0 and if ∂ρ̂i2(m2)
∂R1

> 0 then ∆2 > 0, which is the non-trivial case of interest.Assuming symmetry between the two countries, |∆1| > |∆2| so ∂q̃∗
1

∂R1

< 0: theexpected probability that country 1 attacks always decreases when it democratizes.The expected probability of an attack by country 2 may either increase or decrease,depending on whether the higher belief of the probability of vulnerability or the101



lower probability of an attack by the opponent dominates. If q̃DD∗

2 (m1, m2) decreases,clearly the expected probability of con�ict, w̃DD(m1, m2) = q̃DD∗

1 (m1, m2) + (1 −

q̃DD∗

1 (m1, m2))q̃
DD∗

2 (m1, m2), also declines.If q̃∗2 increases the magnitude of this increase is smaller than the decrease in theprobability of an attack by country 1:
−(A1 + 1)∆2 > (A2 + 1)∆1 ⇒

∣∣∣∣
dq̃DD∗

1 (m1, m2)

dR1

∣∣∣∣ >
∣∣∣∣
dq̃DD∗

2 (m1, m2)

dR1

∣∣∣∣Thus the change in the expected probability of con�ict decreases:
dw̃DD(m1, m2)

dR1

=
dq̃DD∗

1 (m1, m2)

dR1

(1−q̃DD∗

2 (m1, m2))+
dq̃DD∗

2 (m1, m2)

dR1

(1−q̃DD∗

1 (m1, m2)) < 0.Therefore, regardless of the realized levels of vulnerability and the choice of signalby country 2, the expected probability of con�ict will be lower when country 1 is alsoa democracy, w̃DD(mL, m2) < w̃DD(mH , m2) < w̃AD(·, m2) for m2 = mL, mH , andthus the underlying expected probability of con�ict likewise: W̃DD < W̃AD.Combining these results shows that the expected probability of con�ict is highestfor a pair of autocracies and lowest for a pair of democracies:
W̃AA > W̃AD > W̃DD. QED
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Proof of Proposition 4 (Equilibrium Probability of Conflict)
(A,D) Dyad

qAA
1 (·, ·; d1) = F [µ+ q̃AA∗

2 (d1 − µ)]

qAA
2 (·, ·; d2) = F [µ+ q̃AA∗

1 (d2 − µ)]

qAD
1 (·, m2; d1) = F [µ+ q̃AD∗

2 (·, m2)(d1 − µ)]

qAD
2 (·, m2; d2) = F [µ+ q̃AD∗

1 (·, m2)(d2 − µ+ 2ρ̂AD
22 (m2)R)−R]As 0 > (2q̃AD∗

1 (·, mH)ρ̂AD
22 (mH) − 1)R > (2q̃AD∗

1 (·, mL)ρ̂AD
22 (mL) − 1)R and (byProposition 3) q̃AA∗

j > q̃AD∗

j (·, mH) > q̃AD∗

j (·, mL),
qAA
i (·, ·; d1) > qAD

i (·, mH; d1) > qAD
i (·, mL; d1) ∀ di.It follows trivially that

wAA(·, ·; d1, d2) > wAD(·,mH ; d1, d2) > wAD(·,mL; d1, d2) ∀ d1, d2 ⇒ WAA > WAD.

(D,D) Dyad
qDD
1 (m1, m2; d1) = F [µ+ q̃DD∗

2 (m1, m2)(d1 − µ+ 2ρ̂DD
11 (m1)R)− R]

qDD
2 (m1, m2; d2) = F [µ+ q̃DD∗

1 (m1, m2)(d2 − µ+ 2ρ̂DD
22 (m2)R)− R]If R1 = 0, no information is transmitted by country 1 and thus qDD

i (m1, m2; di) =

qAD
i (·, m2; di). To evaluate the e�ect of the democratization of country 1, it is againsu�cient to consider the comparative statics with respect to R1.103



qDD
1

(m1, m2; d1)

dR1

= f [µ+ q̃DD∗

2
(m1,m2)(d1 − µ+ 2ρ̂DD

11
(m1)R1)−R1]

·

(
dq̃DD∗

2
(m1, m2)

dR1

(d1 − µ+ 2ρ̂DD
11 (m1)R1) +

∂ρ̂DD
11

(m1)

∂R1

2q̃DD∗

2 (m1, m2)R1 + 2q̃DD∗

2 (m1, m2)ρ̂
DD
11 (m1) − 1

)

qDD
2

(m1, m2; d2)

dR1

= f [µ+ q̃DD∗

1
(m11,m2)(d1 − µ + 2ρ̂DD

22
(m2)R2)− R2]

·

(
dq̃DD∗

1
(m1, m2)

dR1

(d2 − µ+ 2ρ̂DD
22

(m2)R2) +
∂ρ̂DD

22
(m2)

∂R2

2q̃DD∗

1
(m1, m2)R2

)Proposition 3 shows that even when ∂ρ̂DD
22

(m2)

∂R1

> 0 it may be that dq̃DD∗

2
(m1,m2)

dR1

< 0,in which case the decline in the true probability of an attack follows trivially in allcases. However, it is also possible that dq̃DD∗

2
(m1,m2)

dR1

> 0. To account for this possibilityit is necessary instead to consider the change in the probability of con�ict whencountry 1 democratizes:
dwDD(m1,m2; d1, d2)

dR1
=

dqDD
1 (m1,m2; d1)

dR1
(1−qDD

2 (m1,m2; d2))+
dqDD

2 (m1,m2; d2)

dR1
(1−qDD

1 (m1,m2; d1)).For clarity, the result is shown assuming that ρ̂DD
22 (mH) > ρ̂AD

22 (mH). The sameprocedure is followed if ρ̂DD
22 (mL) > ρ̂AD

22 (mL), and thus is omitted for brevity.There are two possible signals and two possible levels of vulnerability for eachcountry, giving sixteen total cases for wDD(m1, m2; d1, d2).There are eight cases in which m2 = mL. In these cases
dq̃DD∗

j (m1, m
L)

dR1

< 0 ⇒
dqDD

i (m1, m
L)

dR1

< 0,and thus it follows trivially that wDD(m1, m
L; d1, d2) < wAD(m1, m

L; d1, d2).If m2 = mH and dq̃DD∗

2
(mH ,mH )

dR1

> 0, then ∣∣∣dq̃
DD∗

1
(mH ,mH )

dR1

∣∣∣ >
∣∣∣dq̃

DD∗

2
(mH ,mH)

dR1

∣∣∣.If d1 = d2 and m1 = mH then, by symmetry, it is su�cient to show that
2q̃DD∗

2 (mH ,mH)ρ̂DD
11 (mH)−1+

∂ρ̂DD
11 (mH)

∂R1
2q̃DD∗

2 (mH ,mH)R1+
∂ρ̂DD

22 (mH)

∂R1
2q̃DD∗(mH ,mH)R2 < 0104



It is intuitive that
∂ρ̂DD

22 (mH)

∂R1
<

∂ρ̂DD
11 (mH)

∂R1
< ρ̂DD

ii (mH)− ρiiSetting the above expression to equality and evaluating, it follows that
2q̃DD∗

j (mH , mH)ρ̂DD
ii (mH)− 1 + 2(ρ̂DD

ii (mH)− ρii)2q̃
DD∗

j (mH , mH) < 0and the result is con�rmed. It follows automatically that the same result holdswhen m1 = mL, since there is a smaller increase in q̃DD∗

2 (·, mH) and greater decreasein q̃DD∗

1 (·, mH).To complete the result, the �nal two cases are considered together. Note that, bysymmetry, there is the same probability of both cases arising, so this can be droppedin the comparison. First, when m2 = mH ,
dwDD(mH ,mH ; dL, dH )

dR1

+
dwDD(mH , mH ; dH , dL)

dR1

=
dqDD

1
(mH ,mH ; dL)

dR1

(1− qDD
2

(mH ,mH ; dH )) +
dqDD

2
(mH ,mH ; dH )

dR1

(1− qDD
1

(mH ,mH ; dL))

+
dqDD

1
(mH ,mH ; dH )

dR1

(1 − qDD
2 (mH , mH ; dL)) +

dqDD
2

(mH ,mH ; dL)

dR1

(1 − qDD
1 (mH ,mH ; dH )).The probability of con�ict cannot be con�rmed to decrease in the �rst case, sincethe smaller decrease in country 2's probability of attack is given a greater `weight'than country 1's larger increase. However, any potential increase is countered bythe reverse weighting in the second case (qDD

1 (mH , mH ; dL) = qDD
2 (mH , mH ; dL) bysymmetry), con�rming that the average probability of con�ict decreases.Again, it is automatic that the result also holds when m1 = mL.Combining these results shows that: 105



WDD =
∑

d1

∑

d2

∑

m1

∑

m2

wDD(m1, m2; d1, d2)Pr(d1)Pr(d2)Pr(m1|d1, DD)Pr(m2|d2, DD)

<
∑

d1

∑

d2

∑

m2

wAD(·, m2; d1, d2)Pr(d1)Pr(d2)Pr(m2|d2, AD) = WAA QED
Proof of Proposition 2 (Effect of Opposing Regime Type on SignalChoice)

c̃DD
2 (d2) = µ+QDD

1 (mL)(d2 + ρ̂DD
22 (mL)R) +QDD

1 (mH)(ρ̂DD
22 (mH)R− µ)− R

c̃DD
2 (d2) = c̃AD

2 (d2) when R1 = 0. It is therefore su�cient to show that c̃DD
2 (d2)decreases as R1 increases, i.e. when country 1 democratizes.

q̃AD∗

1 (·,m2) > q̃DD∗

1 (mH ,m2) > q̃DD∗

1 (mL,m2) ⇒ 0 >
dq̃DD∗

1 (mH ,m2)

dR1
>

dQDD
1 (m2)

dR1
.Therefore dc̃DD

2
(d2)

dR1

< 0 if
d

dR1

[
µ+ q̃DD∗

1 (mH , mL)(d2 + ρ̂DD
22 (mL)R) + q̃DD∗

1 (mH , mH)(ρ̂DD
22 (mH)R− µ)−R

]
< 0.Denote

C(d2) = 2µ+ 2q̃DD∗

1 (mH , mL)(d2 + ρ̂DD
22 (mL)R) + 2q̃DD∗

1 (mH , mH)(ρ̂DD
22 (mH)R− µ)− 2R

= B(d2)−D(d2)where 106



B(d2) = µ + q̃DD∗

1
(mH , mH )(d2 − µ+ 2ρ̂DD

22
(mH )R) − R+ µ+ q̃DD∗

1
(mH ,mL)(d2 − µ+ 2ρ̂DD

22
(mL)R) − R

= F−1[qDD
2

(mH , mH ; d2)] + F−1[qDD
2

(mH , mL; d2)]

D(d2) = [q̃DD∗

1
(mH , mL)− q̃DD∗

1
(mH ,mH )](d2 + µ)By convexity, B(d2) is decreasing if qDD

2 (mH , mH ; d2) + qDD
2 (mH , mL; d2) isdecreasing as country 1 democratizes. This result follows directly from the proof ofProposition 4, since any possible increase in one term is outweighed by the decreasein the other.

dq̃DD∗

1 (mH , mL)

dR1
−

dq̃DD∗

1 (mH , mH)

dR1
> 0 ⇒

dD(d2)

dR1
> 0This result follows directly from the comparison of the change in equilibriumexpected probability in the proof of Proposition 3, as the decrease is lower when it isindicated that the country is likely to be vulnerable.

dC(d2)

dR1
< 0 ⇒

dc̃DD
2 (d2)

dR1
< 0.This implies that

c̃AD
2 (d2) > c̃DD

2 for d2 = dH , dL. QED
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